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Elizabeth Stuart was the daughter of James VI of Scotland who became King

James I of England in 1603. Although she would never inherit the English

throne, she holds a special place in seventeenth century European history. It

was her destiny to become involved in the climactic struggle between

Catholicism and Protestantism, the Thirty Years' War. She represents the role

an English royal woman played in the late Reformation during the

reli gi o-pol iti cal crisis of that period. Elizabeth was named the Hope of the

Protestant Cause and she was determined to always fulfill her title.

In 1613 she married Elector Frederick of the Palatinate, the Calvinist

head of the Union of Protestant Princes. The wedding was seen as a statement

of religious policy, a firm indication that Great Britain would support the

Elector Palatine against the Catholic powers.

Elizabeth's influence was first felt in Heidelberg, the intellectual and

cultural center of German Calvinism during the sixteenth and early seventeenth

Although neither of them was devoutly religious, Frederick andcenturi es.

Elizabeth were destined to defend their Protestant faith against the Catholic

Although neither of them was devoutly religious, theyHabsburg powers.

They lived happilyrealized their position in life to defend Protestantism.

However, the political events in Bohemia made this only aat Heidelberg.

Frederick was elected King of Bohemia on August 26, 1619peaceful interlude.

after the Bohemians had deposed Ferdinand of Habsburg, their elected king, because



he had violated their laws of religious toleration. Ferdinand responded by sending

an army to Prague to defend his right to the throne. Thus, the Thirty Years' War

began.

The war finally caught up with Elizabeth and Frederick on top of White

Mountain just outside of Prague. It ended with the ignominious defeat of Frederick

and the Bohemians. Elizabeth and Frederick had to flee Bohemia and begin many

years in exile. Frederick had accepted a crown only to lose his kingdom. El i zabeth

became involved in this entanglement of religion and politics through her influence

in Frederick's decision to accept the Bohemian Crown and her continued

correspondence with her father, James I, to request aid for their cause.

Elizabeth spent forty years in exile at The Hague in the Netherlands. Her

quest for assistance continued after her father's death in 1625. However, his son

and heir, King Charles I did not have the support of Parliament or the finances to

assist her.

The war progressed slowly, but Elizabeth always remained confident that the

Catholic Habsburgs eventually would be defeated and that she and Frederick would

once again reign as the Protestant leaders in the Palatinate and Bohemia.

Elizabeth was given the title of Queen of Hearts which represented her optimism

and courage during the Thirty Years' War.

Elizabeth did not have to convince Frederick of the importance of their

cause; both of them had been influenced since childhood to defend their faith.

They were royal descendants of two nations which had gone through much difficulty

during their religious reforms and Elizabeth and Frederick were not about to turn

their backs on the struggle to further the spread of Protestantism. They not

only were willing to fight for Protestantism but they also realized the political

consequences of allowing the Catholic Habsburgs to rule Bohemia. They feared



the spread of Habsburg power throughout much of Europe and knew that it must be

stopped. Elizabeth sensed the necessity of this dual purpose - religion and

politics - and she was willing to abandon her homes and thrones, witness the

deaths of some of her soldier sons, live in exile, and endure rejection and

"poverty" to fulfill her destiny in life - an English princess as the Hope of

the Protestant Cause.
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INTRODUCTION

Elizabeth Stuart lived in Europe during the early seventeenth century.

The Reformation was almost one hundred years old when she reached adulthood,

yet the consequences of that movement would affect her life and her influence

She was involved in the social, political, as well as thethroughout Europe.

religious changes which developed during this century.

Elizabeth Stuart was born the daughter of the King of Scotland, James

VI, but she became the princess of England in 1603 upon the death of Queen

Elizabeth I and the ascension of her father to the English throne as James I.

In 1613 she became the Electress Palatine upon her marriage to Frederick V,

Elector Palatine and Calvinist head of the German Protestant Union. By 1619

she was the Queen of Bohemia, only to be exiled the following year and never

again to regain that throne. Throughout her life she lived in four cities

and in each one her status and importance according to the crisis at hand was

different: she was a princess in London, an Electress in Heidelberg, a Winter

Queen in Prague, and the Queen of Hearts at The Hague in the Netherlands.

Religion is the central factor in determining the actions and the crises in

her life. It was her tragedy to be the victim of the struggle between Catholic

and Protestant Europe, a struggle that would climax in the Thirty Years' War. In

each of her "homes" the struggle of Protestantism against Catholicism was very

Although the Reformation in each of them was completed before sheimportant.

arrived there, it was her struggle to defend Protestantism in each of the cities.

This thesis illustrates that Elizabeth Stuart, as the daughter of the

King of England and wife of the Elector Palatine, played an important role in

In the Palatinatethe reli gio-political crisis of the seventeenth century.



the Reformation was a religious struggle between Protestant sects as well as a

struggle between Protestants and Catholics, but for Elizabeth's predecessors in

England it had been predominantly a political struggle between the king and the

Therefore, her concepts of the Reformation were that it was political aspope.

well as religious.

The role of women in the English Reformation is different from that of women

in other European reformed movements. Women in general did not play an important

role in the religious or political activities in the sixteenth and seventeenth

centuries. However, they did contribute to the advancement of Protestantism. 1

"Religion," wrote the author of the Ladies Dictionary, "is a ladies chief

the crown of all other Excellencies."2 Also, women tended to be moreornament • • •

earnest and steadfast in their faith than men. Since women could rule in England,

the royal princesses were able to play an important role in the religious changes

1which occurred in a world where theology and politics were intertwined. In every

important phase of Elizabeth's life the two met: her marriage was arranged for

the defense of Protestantism and to promote England's diplomatic influence abroad;

the decision to accept the Bohemian Crown was designed to suppress Catholicism and

the Habsburg power; during the inevitable war which followed, she strove for the

re-establishment of the Palatinate as a center of Calvinism and a political power.

She represents a link between religion and politics and England and the

Continent in seventeenth century affairs.

1 Rosemary Masek, "Women in an Age of Transition 1485-1714", cited in Barbara
Kanner, ed., The Women of England (Hamden, Connecticutt: Anchok Books, 1979), p.
138.

2 Ibid, p. 158.

3 Roland H. Bainton, Women of the Reformation in France and England
(Minneapolis, Minnesota: Augsburg Publishing House, 1973), p. 138.



Elizabeth did not have to convince Frederick of the importance of their cause;

both of them had been influenced since childhood to defend their faith. They were

the royal descendants of two nations which had gone through much difficulty during

their religious reforms and Elizabeth and Frederick were not about to turn their

backs on the struggle to further the spread of Protestantism. Not only were they

willing to fight for Protestantism but they also realized the political consequences

of allowing the Catholic Habsburgs to rule Bohemia. They feared the spread of

Habsburg power throughout much of Europe and knew that it must be stopped. El i zabeth

was able to sense the necessity of this dual purpose - religion and politics - and was

willing to abandon her homes and thrones, witness the deaths of some of her soldier

sons, live in exile, and endure rejection and "poverty" to fulfill her destiny in

As an English princess she was truly the Hope of the Protestant Cause.life.

This thesis does not attempt to be a complete biography of Elizabeth Stuart's

It is biographical only up to a point; it follows the stages throughout herlife.

life in which her attitudes and beliefs were felt by those around her - her father,

James I, her husband, Frederick V, her brother, Charles I, and her son, Charles

Although she is often neglected by historians, she is important in theLouis.

study of and evaluation of seventeenth century Europe, especially in understanding

the role a royal woman could and did play in the early years of the century.



ELIZABETH OF BOHEMIA

You meaner beauties of the night,
that poorly satisfies our eyes
More by your number than your light,
You common people of the skies,

What are you, when the Moon shall rise?

Ye violets that first appear,
By your pure purples mantles known

Like the proud virgins of the year,
As if the spring were all your own —

What are you, when the Rose is blown?

Ye curious chanters of the wood
That warble forth dame Nature's lays,

Thinking your passions understood
By your weak accents; what's your praise

When Philomel her voice doth raise?

So when my Mistress shall be seen
In sweetness of her looks and mind,

By virtue first, then choice, a Queen,
Tell me, if she were not dising'd

Th' eclipse and glory of her kind?

Sir Henry Wotton



CHAPTER I

LONDON: A Princess Finds a Husband

Elizabeth, the eldest daughter of James VI of Scotland and Anne of

Denmark, was born at Falkland Castle in Fifeshire, Scotland on August 19,

1 596. The princess was christened on November 28, 1596 and given the name

of Elizabeth in honor of her godmother Queen Elizabeth I of England. King

James selected Linlithgow Palace in Scotland as the early home for his

daughter, and it was at Linlithgow under the supervision of Lord and Lady

Harrington that Elizabeth was first educated. During the first seven years

of her life she lived in security at Linlithgow having her emotional as

well as material needs taken care of for her. Elizabeth was not taught the

rigors of government or diplomacy, but, instead, the manners and customs of

»1royalty for she "had been born not to rule but to marry.

On July 25, 1603 James VI became James I of England. Elizabeth left

her home in Scotland and traveled to London with her family. After the

coronation ceremonies, Elizabeth resided at Coombe Abbey, still under the

supervision of Lord and Lady Harrington. Lord Harrington was an excellent

instructor and taught her history, geography, natural history, languages,

music, and theology.2 It was through the instruction of Lord and Lady

Harrington that Elizabeth established her Protestant sentiments, for her

mother was a Catholic and her father, although brought up by a Calvinist

^-Josephine Ross, The Winter Queen (New York:
1979), p.3.

St. Martin's Press,

2Jessica Gorst-Wi 1 li ams , Elizabeth the Winter Queen (London:
Abelard, 1977), p. 11.
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nobleman, was not a strict adherent to Protestant principles. Elizabet h

was never an overly religious person, but she never forgot her Protestant

roots or England's struggle against Catholicism.

Elizabeth had an older brother, Prince Henry, who was a strong

influence on her early years. It was Henry who scolded her and impressed

on her the error of listening to gossip. As time went on she became

extremely close to Henry, writing to him often of her love and devotion to

him. In 1605 she wrote,

Worthy Prince and my dearest brother, I receaued your most
welcom letter and kund token by Mr. Hopkins, highly esteeming
them as delightfull memorialls of your brotherly loue: In
which assuredly (whatever else may fayle) I wi 11 ever endeauor
to equal 1 you, esteeming that time happiest when I enjoyed
your company, and desiring nothing more than the fruition of
it agains: that as nature hath made us nearest in our loue
together, so accident might not separate us from living
together. Neither do I account it ye leste part of my present
comfort that though I am depriued of your happy presence yet I
can make these lines deliuer this true message that I wi11
euer bee during my lyfe.3

Prince Henry convinced Elizabeth that she was destined for greatness, that

she must carry on the Protestant cause.

By 1611 Elizabeth had become a very intelligent and attractive

princess, and almost every Court in Europe had a young man eager to offer

There were some offers that were not seriouslyher a marriage proposal.

considered, such as that from Frederick Ulrich of Brunswick, the son of

Queen Anne's sister Elizabeth; the Duke of Brunswick; the Earl of

Northampton; Lord Howard de Walden; and Prince Christian of Anhalt.

3|_. M. Baker, ed., The Letters of Elizabeth, Queen of Bohemia
(London: The Bodley Head, 1953), pp. 25-26.
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Marriage with any of these gentlemen would not bring the alliance that her

father demanded. The negotiations for the marriages of both Elizabeth and

her older brother Henry were at the center of James' diplomacy from

The negotiations for Henry's marriage centered upon a Spanish

alliance, Elizabeth's marriage centered around a Protestant alliance.

1611 to 1612.

James was determined to keep close ties with Catholic Spain and yet remain

a leader of Protestant Europe.^ For the marriage of Elizabeth,

The questions of religion was of paramount importance.
Under no circumstances would Elizabeth forsake the
faith in which she had been brought up
choosing a husband for his daughter he had always to
bear in mind the English succession
be of the utmost importance that her children had been
brought up to be Protestant in their faith. 5

In• • • •

It would• • • • • •

• • •

Prince Henry would automatically retain his Protestant faith, but Elizabeth

had to marry a Protestant. Henry was to marry for political reasons,

Elizabeth for religious as well as political reasons.

The first serious offer of marriage came from Gustavus Adolphus, King

He had succeeded to the throne in 1611 at the age of sixteenof Sweden.

when Sweden was engaged in simultaneous war with Denmark and Poland and was

At the time of his ascensioncommitted to military intervention in Russia.

the administration of Sweden was in chaos, the armed forces were in poor

Although Gustavus was a Protestant and acondition and finances were low.

king, James I refused his proposal because he was an enemy of James'

^Jessica Gorst-Wi 1 li ams, Elizabeth the Winter Queen (New York: St.
Martin's Press, 1979), p. 19.

^Josephine Ross, The Wi nter Queen, p.23-24.
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brother-in-law the King of Denmark, and because Gustavus would have formed

a strong quadruple alliance between England, France, the States-General,

For these reasons, along with the instability of Sweden at theand Sweden.

time, Gustavus' chances for the hand of Elizabeth were ruined.

In 1611 Frederick IV of the Palatinate made an offer for the marriage

of Elizabeth to his son Frederick V. Before any actual negotiations could

be conducted, Frederick IV died, making Frederick V Elector. Louisa

Juliana, the widowed Electress and daughter of William of Orange, along

with her brother-in-1aw, the Duke of Bouillon, continued the discussion for

the marriage alliance. Bouillon had learned that James was favorable

towards the proposal, but insisted that a formal declaration be made.6

During the delay, another proposal came to Elizabeth. The Duke of

Savoy wanted his son, Charles Emmanuel, Prince of Piedmont, to marry the

English Princess. The House of Savoy was one of the oldest dynasties in

western Europe. The Count of Cartignana took the official offer to England

and it included a double marriage for both Elizabeth and Henry. James did

not feel it was wise politically to marry two of his children into one

family. Since Cartignana did not have permission to negotiate only one

marriage, he returned to Turin only to learn that he could have completed

the negotiation for Elizabeth.

other proposals were now being considered by King James.7

However, too much time had elapsed and

6Samuel Gardiner, History of England (London:
and Co., 1883), volume II, pp. 136-127.

7Logan Pearsall Smith, Sir Henry Wotton, Life and Letters (London:
Clarendon Press, 1907), vol urne I, p. 119.

Logmans, Green
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One other formal marriage proposal came in 1611. This one came from

the King of Spain, Philip III. Philip had recently become a widower and

was looking for a new bride. Queen Anne, herself a Catholic, was anxious

for this marriage for both religious and social reasons. She believed

Philip III to be the only eligible candidate because he was a king. James

he was still hoping that Prince Henryrejected the offer for two reasons:

would marry the Spanish Infanta Anna and still did not want both of his

children married into the same family, and he did not want Elizabeth to

8 "marry a Catholic. ...Though King James was evidently intrigued by the idea

of having the mighty King of Spain as his son-in-law, it became apparent to

all that such a marriage was out of the question on grounds of religion

alone."9

Frederick V had been born on August 26, 1596 in Amberg, Bavaria. In

1611 he became the Elector Palatine, Calvinist head of the Union of German

Frederick had been well educated and was fluent inProtestant Princes.

several languages, was an excellent dancer and horseman, and had extensive

He was a Calvinist who had been broughtknowledge of Protestant theology,

up in the French-oriented Court at Heidelberg.1*1 He was of the House of

During the thirteenth century the lands of the House ofWittelsbach.

Wittlelsbach had been divided into two sections, the Upper and Lower

Palatinate, under separate branches of the family. The main portion of the

Palatine's land consisted of the Lower Palatinate which was good

^Josephine Ross, The Winter Queen, p.26.

9David Matthew, James I (Alabama: University of Alabama Press)
1967), p. 193.

^Gorst-Wi 1 li ams , Elizabeth, The Winter Queen, p. 22.
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agricultural and vineyard country. The land was mostly west of Heidelberg

and extended southward past Zwèibrücken to Lorraine. The Upper Palatinate

bordered on Bohemia and was called North Bavaria, but the two sections were

separated one from the other by the state of Ansbach, making it nearly

impossible to defend the Upper Palatinate.H
It seems most unlikely that the English King appreciated
these elements in the situation. They would have mattered
less had the Palatinate been a peaceful state; but the
Elector Palatine was the hereditary chief of the Evan-
gelical Union, that body of Calvinist German princes
through whom France had long challenged her aggessive
influences. Just as the France of Henry of Navarre
understood and worked upon the German Calvinists, so also
they were relatively remote from the Lutheran princes,
who had a certain traditional bond of sympathy with the
old Habsburg dynasty.^

The political situation of the Palatinate would prove very important in the

years to come, but James was not especially concerned with it at this time.

He accepted the proposal because Frederick V was a Calvinist Protestant and

because the marriage would make a strong alliance between England and the

Palatinate which James believed would strengthen English power.

Frederick's friends and relatives were astonished and pleased when

King James officially accepted Bouillon's proposal. They had feared that

Frederick was not of great enough rank for the daughter of the King of

England. Queen Anne was extremely displeased with the marriage acceptance

for this very reason, believing that only a king was worthy of her

However, James was convinced that Frederick would indeed be adaughter.

llDavid Matthew, James I, p. 193.

12Ibid., p. 194.
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king within a few years. ^
to a Catholic Spanish princess then he must appease the Protestants with a

strong Protestant marriage for Elizabeth and thereby remain the champion of

Protestant Europe. In 1608 James had become a member of the German

He hoped that by uniting with the leader of Calvinism in

Germany that the Catholics would be non-agressive.^
the marriage articles were signed.

The young German Elector landed on English soil on October 16, 1612.15

He also knew that if he actually married Henry

Protestant Union.

Thus in May, 1612,

He was gentle and handsome and made a good impression on the English court.

When he first met the royal family he spoke to them in French. King James

was kind to him, Queen Anne was courteous but stiff, Henry was polite but

reserved.

It had been a relief for Frederick to reach Elizabeth.
Her eyes had not moved towards him as he came down the
line of her relations. He bent down to kiss her dress and
she curtsied him, taking his hand in hers, gently
lifting him up. For a moment Frederick paused. She
was beautiful.I6

Although the marriage had been planned for religious and political reasons,

the two betrothed young people fell deeply in love. Frederick was the heir

to an uncertain future, yet the approaching marriage was universally

regarded as a great political event since it would connect the English

royal family with some of the chief Protestant courts in Europe.

l^Gorst-Wi 11 i ams , Elizabeth, the Winter Queen, p. 23.

L. Farmer, Britain and the Stuarts (New York: Humanities
Press, 1966), p. 42.

^Frances Yates, The Rosicrucian Enlightenment (London: Routledge
and Kegan Paul), 1972, p.2.

16Gorst-Wi lli ams , Elizabeth, the Winter Queen, p.23.
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The joyous occasion was marred by tragedy. Prince Henry suddenly died

on November 5, 1612. It is not clearly understood what caused his death,

probably a form of the plague that was afflicting London at the time.

Elizabeth was deeply troubled by her dear brother's death,

The Lady Elizabeth is much afflicted with this losse and
not without good cause, for he did extraordinarily affect
her, and during his sickness inquired still after her, and
the last words he spake in good sense, (they say) were, Where
is my deare sister? She was as desirous to visit him, and
went once or twise in the evening disguised for that
purpose, but could not be admitted, because his disease was
doubted to be contagious. He meant to have conducted her
on her way to Germanie to the uttermost bounds of the
States dominions, which purpose he kept secret and yet
is come abrode but since death.^

Henry's early death removed an influence on his father which probably would

have been used in the interest of Elizabeth and Frederick in the following

His death left a deep void in Elizabeth's life, a sorrow she wouldyears.

never forget.

Due to the death of Henry the wedding date had to be postponed until

St. Valentines Day, 1613. In preparation for the event Frederick was

invested with the Order of the Garter on December 7, 1612. The King

presented him with a George - the pendant of St. George and the Dragon -

which enlisted Frederick under the banner of the Red Cross of St. George in

defense of the Monarch.18

On December 27, 1612 the Banqueting House was filled with spectators

for the betrothal ceremony. King James kissed both Elizabeth and Frederick

^Norman E. McClure, The Letters of John Chamberlain (Philadelphia:
The American Philosophical Society, 1939), volume I, p.390.
(Letter written to Sir Dudley Carleton on November 12, 1612.)

^Frances Yates, The Rosicrucian Enlightenment, p.3.
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and gave them a blessing.

Frederick was dressed in purple velvet, richly laced
with gold, and his cloak was lined with cloth of gold.
The Princess Elizabeth looked ravishing. To make an
even mixture of joy and mourning she was wearing black
satin with touches of silver lace, which set off her
fair colouring, and she had a little plume of white
feathers in her hair 19

• • • •

Sir Thomas Lake read the vows in French followed by the Archbishop of

Canterbury saying, "The God of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob, bless these

"20nuptials and make them prosperous to these kingdoms and to his Church.

Queen Anne was not present at the ceremony claiming to have an attack of

gout, but it was widely known that she was still not in favor of the

"The Queen is noted to have given no great grace nor favor to

this match, and there is doubt will do lesse hereafter.... "21

marri age.

The following days were filled with watching fireworks, masques or

plays, hunting, parties, and banquets. On the evening of February 12, 1613

an elaborate display was presented on the Thames with numerous pinnacles,

galleys, and many other smaller vessels floating down the river to stage a

sea fight between the Christian navy and the Turks. The shore was

transformed to look like a Turkish castle and watch tower for the navy to

bombard. Fireworks filled the sky as the battle raged. However, the

celebration ended in tragedy as the castle burned out of control and many

of the sailors were injured; one lost both eyes, and another lost both hands.22

^Josephine Ross, The Winter Queen, p.36.

20lbid., p.37.

2lNorman E. McClure, The Letters of John Chamberlain, volume I, p.404.
(Letter to Sir Ralph Winwood, January 9, 1613.)

22carola Oman, Elizabeth of Bohemia (London:
1938), p.76.

Hadder and Stoughton,
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Along with all of the elaborate festivities for the wedding, the

writers of the day were busy composing works in remembrance of the

John Donne wrote his poem "Epithalami on" for the wedding.occasion. He

wrote eight verses, the first four saying:

Hail, Bishop Valentine, whose day this is.
All the air is thy diocese,
And all the chirping choristers

And other birds are they parishioners.
Thou marri est every year

The lyric lark and the grave whispering dove,
The sparrow, that neglects his life for love,
The household bird with the red stomacher;

Thou mak'st the blackbird speed as soon
As doth the goldfinch or the halcyon;
The husband cock looks out and straight is sped,
And meets his wife, which brings her feather-bed.
This day more cheerfully than ever shine,

This day, which might inflame thyself, old Valentine.

Till now thou warm'dst with multiplying loves
Two larks, two sparrows, or two doves.
All that is nothing unto this,

For thou this day couplest two phoenixes.
Thou mak'st a taper see

What the sun never saw; and what the ark
(which was of fowls and beasts the cage and park)
Did not contain, one bed contains through thee:

Two phoenixes, whose joined breasts
Are unto one another mutual nests
Where motion kindles such fires as shall give
Young phoenixes. And yet the old shall live,
Whose love and courage never shall decline,

But make the whole year through, thy day, 0 Valentine.

Up then, fair phoenix bride, frustrate the sun!
Thyself from thine affection
Tak'st warmth enough, and from thine eye

All lesser birds will take their jollity.
Up, up, fair bride, and call

They stars from out their several boxes, take
Thy rubies, pearls, and diamonds forth, and make
Theyself a constellation of them all,

And by their blazing signify
That a great princess falls but doth not die.
Be thou a new star that to us portends
Ends of much wonder, and be thou those ends.
Since thou dost this day in new glory shine,

May all men date records from this thy valentine.
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Come forth, come forth, and as one glorious flame
Meeting another grows the same,
So meet thy Frederick, and so

To an inseparable union grow.
Since separation

Falls not on such things as are infinite,
Nor things which are but one can disunite,
You're twice inseparable, great, and one.

Go then to where the bishop stays
To make you one, his way, which divers ways
Must be effected; and when all is past,
And that you're one, by hearts and hands made fast,
You two have one way left, yourselves t'entwine,

Besides this bishop's knot or Bishop Valenti ne.23
Another writer, William Shakespeare, adjusted his play The Tempest to cele-

brate the contract of true love and the hope for a productive marriage.

Act IV, Scene I says,

Flonor, riches, marriage-blessing,
Long continuance, and increasing,
Hourly joys be still upon you!
June sings her blessing on you.

Earth's increase, foison plenty,
Barns and garners never empty:
Vines, with clust'ring bunches growing;
Plants with goodly burden bowing;
Spring come to you at the farthest
In the very end of harvest!
Scarcity and want shall shun you;
Ceres' blessing is on you.24

Many other poems and ballads were written at the time of the wedding.

Some of them referred to the tragedy of the Prince Henry's death along with

the joy of the wedding festivities.

There is great strife 'twixt death and love
Which of them is the stronger
And which of them can strike the stroke
Whose wound endures the longer.

23Roger E. Bennett, ed., The Complete Poems of John Donne (Chicago:
Packard and Co., 1942), pp. 186-187.

24j. R. Sutherland, ed., The Tempest (Oxford:
1939), pp.89-90.

Clarendon Press,
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We know love is as strong as Death
But Death to Love must yield,
For Death is past, Love still remains,
God cupid wins the field.25

Elizabeth Stuart's wedding was as magnificent as the elaborate

festivities and writings that had preceeded it. It took place in the

Chapel Royal at Whitehall on Sunday, February 14, 1613. Erected in the

center of the chapel was a raised platform, about twenty feet square,

richly carpeted, and sealed off for the bridal party. The Palatine Prince

entered the chapel first, preceeded by a flourish of trumpets. "He was

attired in cloth of silver, embroidered with gold and radiant with

diamonds, his plumed hat was looped up with diamonds, and he wore the

"26insignia of the Garter. Frederick was attended by sixteen peers from

Germany, England and Scotland. The Lady Elizabeth appeared next, led by

her younger brother Charles and the Earl of Northampton.

She wore a dress of Florence cloth of silver, richly
embroidered and on her head a crown of gold, brilliantly
decked with diamonds and pearls, from which pendants of
the same mingled with her long beautiful hair, which
drooped over her shoulders down to the waist. Her train
was born by sixteen young ladies, robed in white satin,
the number coinciding also with the years of her age.2'

Elizabeth and Frederick stood on the platform and watched as the King and

Queen entered the chapel. King James was attired in black velvet, with a

diamond in his hat. Queen Anne wore a plain white satin gown adorned

with much jewelry.

The service was long but beautiful, performed according to the Book of

After the gentlemen of the chapel had sung an anthem, theCommon Prayer.

25josephine Ross, The Wi nter Queen, p.39.

26Mary Anne Everett Green, Elizabeth, Electress Palatine and Queen
of Bohemia (London: Methuen and Co., 1855), 5.51.

27Ibid., p.51 .
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Bishop of Bath and Wells preached a sermon on the marriage at Cana of

Galilee, then the choir sang. The service was conducted entirely in

English, although Elizabeth and Frederick usually spoke to one another in

French. King James then gave his daughter away, and the

Garter-King-At-Arms stepped forward and proclaimed:

All health, happiness, and honour, to the most high
and mighty Prince Frederick, by the grace of God Count
Palatine of the Rhine, arch-sewer and Prince Elector
of the Holy Roman Empire and Duke of Bavaria; and to
his wife, Elizabeth, only daughter to the high, mighty, and
right excellent James....28

Following a loud flourish of trumpets the chapel doors were opened and

every bell in Westminster rang out. The Rhine had joined the Thames,

Germany united with Great Britain.

Following numerous masques and banquets the bride and groom finally

prepared to leave England for Heidelberg in the Palatinate. On Saturday,

April 10, 1613 Elizabeth and Frederick bade farewell to King James and

Prince Charles followed the couple to Canterbury to spend a fewQueen Anne.

extra days with his sister. While at Canterbury Elizabeth wrote to her

father:

Sire, I now feel the sad effects of separation and
distance from your majesty. My heart, which was
pressed and astounded at my departure, now permits
my eyes to weep their privation of the sight of the
most precious object, which they could have beheld
in this world. I shall perhaps, never see again
the flower of princes, the king of fathers, the
best and most amiable father, that the sun will
ever see. But the very humble respect and devotion,
which I ceaselessly honour him, your majesty can

2^Alice Bucan, A Stuart Portrait (London: Peter Davies, 1934), p. 35.
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never efface from the memory of her, who awaits in
this place a favorable wind, and who would return
again to kiss the hands of your majesty, if the state
of affairs, or her condition would allow it, to show
to your majesty with what ardent affection she is
and will be, even to death.29

After more delays due to poor weather, on April 21, 1613 Frederick and

Elizabeth boarded the ship Prince Royal which would take them to Holland.30

Elizabeth's marriage had served to confirm and increase her already great

popularity with the English people. Their beloved Princess, through this

marriage, would continue to strengthen the Protestant cause. As they glided

past the cheering crowds on that spring day the future looked bright for

Elizabeth and Frederick.

The wedding was seen as a statement of religious policy, a firm

indication that Great Britain would support the Elector Palatine as the

leader against the Catholic powers. It was believed that the marriage

alliance showed that England was continuing her role as supporter of the

European powers, that the Elector Palatine was being built up as the leader

of that policy with the strong encouragement of his father-in-law.

However, this was not the belief of James, he only wanted to balance the

marriage of his son, Charles to a Spanish princess with the marriage of his

daughter to a German Protestant to avoid war.31 This misunderstanding was

to cause a great tragedy in the future of Elizabeth and Frederick.

29L. M. Baker, The Letters of Elizabeth, Queen of Bohemia, pp. 32-33.

30Jessica Gorst-Wi 1 li ams, Elizabeth the Winter Queen, p.48.

31üavid Matthew, James I, p. 195.



CHAPTER II

HEIDELBERG: An Electress in the Center of German Calvinism

The wedding journey of Frederick and Elizabeth weaved through Holland,

down the Rhine into the Palatinate. At The Hague in Holland they were

entertained by the Prince of Orange and then Frederick left his bride and

traveled on to the Palatinate to prepare for her arrival. By the end of

May, 1613 Elizabeth was finally aboard a ship and travelling up the Rhine.

The long journey was spectacular with many lavishly decorated barges with

fringed canopies accented with crimson velvet, numerous wedding orations,

the presentations of elaborate wedding gifts, and the constant sound of

crowds cheering on the shoreline. Finally, Elizabeth entered Heidelberg on

June 7, 1613, the city where she would spend the happiest years of her

life.

Elizabeth's entry into Heidelberg was triumphal. The windows of every

house were filled with people trying to see their new electress, and the

streets were covered with throngs of people to greet her and see the

numerous shows and pageants to be presented in her honor,

eager to display their love and admiration of Elizabeth.1

The crowds were

Frederick

greeted Elizabeth outside Heidelberg and introduced her to his mother,

Louisa Juliana of Nassau, daughter of William the Silent. Elizabeth was

wearing a tall scarlet hat, lace ruff, and farthingale of cloth and gold.2

Heidelberg had been awaiting her arrival for several weeks and had

^Josephine Ross, The Winter Queen (New York: St. Martin's Press,
1979), p. 53.

^Frances Yates, The Rosicrucian Enlightenment (London: Routledge
and Kegan Paul), 1972, p. 9.
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prepared several pageants for her. The first one was presented by local

fisherman as she crossed the Neckar River. The Faculties of the University

of Heidelberg had built arches in her honor, decorated with portraits of

the Reformers; Luther, Melanchthon, and Beza. After passing through the town,

the couple went to the castle of Heidelberg. In the courtyard the most

elaborate arch of all had been erected, standing over sixty-five feet high

supporting statues which represented previous marriage alliances between

the Palatinate and England. For many more days tournaments and festivities

continued but eventually the ceremonies ended and Elizabeth was at home as

the Electress Palatine of the Rhine, residing in splendor at Heidelberg

Castle.3

The community of Heidelberg developed around the castle, which was the

Frederick's father, who had ruled theseat of government for the Palatinate.

Palatinate from 1583 until his death in 1610, had re-established his

country's influence in Germany both in religious and cultural affairs.^ He

was the leader of the Union of Protestant Princes and took an interest in

learning, making Heidelberg University a center of scholarship. Heidelberg

was the intellectual and cultural center of German Calvinism during the

sixteenth and seventeenth centuries in Europe.

The Reformation in the Palatinate had eventually taken its course

under the leadership of Philip Melanchthon becoming Calvinist instead of

It had begun as a sixteenth century religious movement whichLutheran.

ended the ecclesiastical supremacy of the Pope in Western Christendom and

^Frances Yates, The Rosicrucian Enlightenment, pp. 10-11.

^Josephine Ross, The Winter Queen, p.54.
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resulted in the establishment of the Protestant churches. Germany,

including the Netherlands and Switzerland, was the center of the

Reformation. The German Empire was made up of a number of secular and

clerical territories of varying status, the Palatinate being one of the

At Heidelberg a "cord was twined which though oftenmost important.

severely tested had retained its strengh One part of the cord was taken• • • •

from Zurich and another from Geneva; but the third was thorougly German,

and from the latter the whole received its distinctive character.

The Palatinate was located in the heart of Germany which made it a key

location in the development of the Reformation. However, the electors of

the Palatinate were not as eager as their neighbors to accept new doctrines.

It was; however, in Heidelberg that Martin Luther had gained one of his

earliest successes, securing some strong followers. Heidelberg seemed to

be becoming Lutheran but by 1523 the Palatinate returned under the

domination of the Catholic Church. In the meantime, other districts were

making progress towards Protestantism, influenced by either Martin Luther

or U1rich Zwingli. The beliefs and attitudes of these two reformers

spread into the Palatinate through instructors at the University of

Heidelberg. The theology of these two men influenced the religious

movement in the Palatinate for many years.

Martin Luther (1483-1546) was a German religious reformer,

become aware of the deep gulf between God's demand of righteousness

He had

^Joseph Henry Dubbs, Leaders of the Reformation (Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania: Heidelberg Press, 1898), p.170.
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and his own unrighteousness. Gradually he arrived at the conviction that

man's sins are freely forgiven by God but only because of the merits of

Christ, not of any merit in man's works, man's proper relation to God is

one of faith. Since works cannot achieve salvation, Luther spoke out

sharply against the indulgence system - an offering to the Church to avoid

His opposition to this system was the basis of his ninety-fivepurgatory.

theses which he posted on October 31, 1517. Luther then began attacking

other issues such as the abuses in the church, the sacramental system and

even advocated the reduction of the number of recognized sacraments from

seven to two, retaining only the sacraments of Baptism and the Lord's

Luther also declared the Mass unscriptural along with the monasticSupper.

vows and clerical celibacy,

justifies, frees, and saves."6

For Luther, "faith alone, without works,

Ulrich Zwingli was the leader of the Reformation in Zurich,

Switzerland. He was influenced by humanism, the idea that man is the

center of intellectual activity. He charged that the Church teachings and

practices had changed drastically from the simple Christianity of the early

He criticized many of the activities of the church, such as, thechurch.

adoration of saints and relics, promises of miraculous cures, and church

abuses of the indulgence system. He attacked enforced celibacy and

denounced the sacramental view of the Lord's Supper. " That the bodily• • •

^Martin Luther, "The Freedom of a Christian Man", 1520.
Hillerbrand, The Protestant Reformation (New York:
p. 8.

Hans J.

Harper and Row, 1968),
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and sensible flesh of Christ is eaten when we give thanks to God is not only

»7impious but also foolish and monstrous... Zwingli said that the

sacraments of Baptism and the Lord's Supper were outward signs and

strengthened one's faith but were not necessarily means of grace. Lut her

had instructed that the sacraments were indeed the means of grace, just as

the spoken Word of the Gospel, conveying the same promise and the same

Zwingli also taught the elimination of the Mass andremission of sins.

confession and that devout Christians did not need the Pope or the Church.

The writings of these two men eventually caused some controversy in the

Philip Melanchthon became the leader of the Reformation in thePalatinate.

Palatinate because of his struggle to reconcile the viewpoints of Luther and

Zwingli with the Catholic Church. Melanchthon was a theologian and

educator who had been influenced early in his life by his great uncle, the

humanist Johannes Reuchlin. He studied the Scriptures and read many

classical writings and eventually became the University of Wittenberg's

He set forth a humanist program and called forfirst professor of Greek.

the return to classical and Christian sources in order to regenerate

theology. After meeting Luther he committed himself to the evangelical

By the end of 1519 he had already defended the Scriptural authority,cause.

rejected transubstantiation (the doctrine that the substance of the bread

and wine in the Lord's Supper is changed into the body and blood of Christ),

made justification by faith the keystone of his theology, and openly broke

with Reuchli n.

71bid. ,p.l12.
Reí i gion," 1525.

Ulrich Zwingli, “Commentary on True and False
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The break with Reuchlin was final and dramatic. Reuchlin had asked

Melanchthon to accept a professorship at Ingolstadt to join John Eck and

himself. Melanchthon refused the offer in a letter stating,

...I cannot break my pledge to the Elector, and I do not
want to to do anything to cause him to doubt my veracity.
I love my native land certainly, but I must consider what
Christ has called me to do more than my own inclinations 8

• • •

Melanchthon was truly committed to the evangelical reform movement and by his

break with Reuchlin he clearly demonstrated that humanism was not his final

standard.

One of Melanchthon's main concerns was to reconcile the Catholic Church

and Protestantism. As time went on it became necessary for him to spend much

of his time attempting to unify the sects that had developed in the

Reformation.

he was from the beginning what would now be called
a 'union man'; holding consistently to what he believed
to be the truth, but always treating his opponents with
courtesy and willing to do all in his power to promote
the reunion of the church.9

• • •

Because of his compromising nature, Elector Frederick II solicited his advice

in understanding and analyzing the various branches of the Reformation. To

explain his beliefs and the basic doctrines of the Reformation he wrote the

Augsburg Confession in 1530.

The Augsburg Confession discussed belief in God, belief in Christ, sin,

justifcation, the Christian life, the Church, the ministry, the sacraments,

^Clyde Manschreck, Melanchthon (New York:

^Joseph Henry Dubb, Leaders of the Reformation, p. 173.

Abington Press, 1958), p. 53.
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civil affairs, the Last Judgement, abuses in the Church, merit, Mass,

confession, celibacy, monasticism, and the episcopal authority. Melanchthon

refuted historically and theologically any papal supremacy by divine right

but accepted papal jurisdiction as a human right for the sake of peace. The

Augsburg Confession was adopted as the doctrinal basis in the Palatinate and

Heidelberg became one of the chief centers of Lutheranism early in the

However, the Confession did not bring peace between theReformation.

Protestants and Catholics, it actually drove them apart.

Theological differences were arising among the Reformation leaders

The most serious problem was overcausing much disunity in the movement.

the question of the sacrament of the Lord's Supper. Martin Luther held

firmly to the doctrine of the real presence, John Calvin believed in only a

spri ritual presence in the bread and wine, and Melanchthon felt that both

views could be reconciled. He wrote,

About the Lord's Supper we believe and confess that when
it is administered as Christ instituted it, Christ-God
and man-is truly present... The body and blood of our
Lord Jesus Christ are truly and substantially received.10

Melanchthon further stated that in the giving of bread and wine the body and

blood of Christ are given to those partaking and that this sacrament had

been instituted to confirm faith, because it is a testimony that Christ has

He believed that the importantjoined us to himself as members of his body.

part of the sacrament was the "sharing-participation-fellowship" concept,

"in this Sacrament Christ imparts his body to us, and testifies that we

1,11 He

• • •

are members of his body, in which he is effectively working.

l°Michael Rogness, Melanchton, Reformer Without Honor (Minneapolis:
Augsburg Publishing House, 1969), p. 130.

11Ibid., p. 131.
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insisted that all reference to Christ's presence be centered in the

celebration of the Sacrament and that all speculation about the continuing

presence of Christ in the bread and wine after the Eucharist was irreverant.

Melanchthon avoided the view that Christ's body was limited to and within

the bread. Luther agreed with the true and substantial presence of Christ

but made it more physical. However, Luther said that not only the

Christians receive the body and blood of Christ but that the unbelievers can

Luther wanted to establish that Christ's presence was not

something which our faith produces, but that it was wholly Christ's act.

Melanchthon believed that the Lord's Supper was only for believers.^

also receive it.

Realizing the great schism that this disagreement could create,

Melanchthon and Luther agreed to arrange a conference for a number of

reformers to attempt to reach a unified decision on the sacrament. Although

Melanchthon did not fully agree with Luther's theology, he decided to

present himself and Luther as united for the sake of the Reformation.

Luther had made it quite clear that he was not going to change his doctrine.

The heart of our doctrine is this, that in the bread or with
the bread, the body of Christ is really eaten, so that all
motion and actions which are attributed to the bread, are
attributed also to the body of Christ, so that the body is
actually torn with the teeth and eaten
cannot deviate even if heaven should fall on me.^

From this view I• • •

On Sunday, May 21, 1536, the conference began in the home of Martin Luther.

Present were Luther, Melanchthon and Martin Bucer.

Martin Bucer was a German Protestant Reformer who attempted to make

In 1506 he had entered thepeace between conflicting reform groups.

12Ibid., p. 132-134.

l^ciyde Manschreck, Melanchthon, p. 233.
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Dominican Order and was sent to study at Heidelberg where he was introduced

to the writings of Erasmus and Luther. He left the Dominican Order in 1521

and entered the service of the Elector Palatine. By 1523 he was

excommunicated and became a leader of the reformation in Strassburg in

southern Germany. There he spent much of his time as a mediator between

Protestants and Catholics and between German Lutherans and Swiss Reformed

Calvinists. He believed that agreement among the reformers was very

important and advocated the use of vague terms and broad definitions to

allow for unity. In sacramental as well as other doctrines, Bucer did not

totally agree with Luther. He felt that there were many points on which

"Flee formulae,different points of view were inevitable and tolerable.

bear with the weak, while all faith is placed in Christ, the thing is

"14safe. It is not given for all to see the same thing at the same time.

It was Bucer who threatened the success of 1536 by insisting that the

wicked cannot receive the sacrament of the Lord's Supper. However, after

much dimplomatic maneuvering by Luther and Melanchthon an agreement was

finally reached. With Melanchthon agreeing wholly with Luther it was

possible for Luther to declare that in the Lord's Supper the true body and

true blood of Christ are given and received and that the unworthy receive

the Lord's body where the institution and word of the Lord are not

pervert ed. ^ Because of this statement it seemed as though the issue was

l^A.G. Dickens, The English Reformation (New York:
1964), p. 233.

^ciyde Manschreck, Melanchthon, p. 232.

Shocken Books,
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settled but it was not. This agreement, called the Wittenberg Concord, was a great

event in Protestantism, but a lasting concord was not achieved, not even among the

Lutherans. The controversy over the Lord's Supper would continue to plague the

reformation leaders.

As the years passed, relations between Melanchthon and Luther grew

strained. However, Melanchthon was willing to speak softly of their theological

differences in order to unite their church, while Luther believed that they should

be united only on the basis of doctrinal agreement.*6
Melanchthon was beginning to show signs of following John Calvin when he

drew up the articles of the Wittenberg Union in 1536, and in 1540 he changed the

Augsburg Confession so that it would not be objectionable to Calvin's Reformed

Church. For these writings he was considered to be treasonous and called

"crypto-Cal vi nist. " Melanchthon had actually altered some of the wordings not to

unite with Calvinism but because of his desire to unite the segments of

Melanchthon did admire John Calvin and they were in agreement on

the doctrine of the Lord's Supper, but Melanchthon had changed his view through his

Protestantism.

own conviction and not to follow Calvin. Also, the new wording did not deny

Luther's view, it simply allowed for a spiritual interpretation which Calvin and

Melanchthon could accept.^
In 1546 Elector Frederick III had become a Protestant but he was confused

He asked Melanchthon to advise him and toabout its different sects and beliefs.

explain their doctrinal differences. Through the instruction of Melanchthon

Frederick decided in favor of the Calvinist view and supported the Reformed Church.

One of the main reasons for Frederick's acceptance of Calvinism was the Calvinistic

l^Harold Lentz, Reformation Crossroads (Minneapolis:
1958), p. 82.

l^Clyde Manschreck, Melanchthon, p. 241.

Augsburg Publishing House,
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distaste for elaborate ceremonies, the Catholic-like pomp and trappings,

issue of the Lord's Supper also was an important point of conversion.

The

John Calvin was a French theologian who had moved to Geneva, Switzerland. His

theology, like Luther's, was based on the principle that the Scriptures are the

sole source of Christian truth. The core of his doctrine is the belief in the

absloute, divine sovereignty of God, in His election of some individuals to

salvation, and in His rejection of others, according to His inscrutable will. He

said that the Church was founded on doctrine, discipline, sacraments, and

ceremonies, but the Church needed purifying.^ Concerning the Lord's Supper,

Calvin believed that the spiritual enjoyment of the body and blood of Christ

sacrificed no essential element of religious truth, the Supper is regarded as a

food for the soul of the believer.

In 1 559 Elector Frederick III publicly declared his adherence to the doctrine

He had earnestly studied the various branches and wasof the Reformed Church.

It was generallywilling to take the consequences that his decision would bring.

believed that Frederick would lose his electorate and even possibly be put to

death for his decision. In 1560 he went so far as to remove from the churches the

Catholic relics and ordered that the services were to be conducted after the

He believed that he was responsible for the faithmanner of the Reformed Church.

of the Palatines, and he encouraged them to follow the lead of Calvinism.

ISjohn Calvin, "Reply to Sadoleto", 1 540, Hans J. Hillerbrand, The Protestant
Reformation, p. 159.
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The Elector now proceeded to promote Calvinism throughout the

He called two men to the University at Heidelberg to aid in thePalatinate.

Reformation and to prepare an evangelical catechism. He chose Zacharias

Ursinus and Caspar Olevianus.

Zacharias Ursinus, the chief author of the Heidelberg Catechism, had

studied for seven years at Wittenberg University under Melanchthon. He met

John Calvin and was thoroughly initiated into the Reformed Church. He was a

man of profound classical, philosophical, and theological learning. He once

said that he would not take a thousand worlds for the blessed assurance of

being owned by Jesus Christ JO

Caspar Olevianus studied ancient languages and theology. He had spent

many years in Geneva and Zurich and had enjoyed personal instruction and

friendship with the reformers in Switzerland. He was called to Heidelberg

in 1560 by Frederick III and taught theology and preached at Court,

the chief counselor of the Elector in all affairs of the church.20

He was

The catechism was written in 1563 and was called the Heidelberg or

Palatine Catechism. It was a modified statement of Calvinist doctrines, in

which the controversial issue of the Lord's Supper was avoided and the

21Calvinist view of predestination was stated very mildly. The Catechism had

a double purpose of being a guide for the religious instruction of the youth

As a catechism it is anand a confession of faith for the church.

acknowledged masterpiece.

10 Philip Schaff, Creeds of Christendom (New York:
Brothers, 1877), volume I, pp. 533-534.

20 ibid., p.534.

Harold J. Grimm, The Reformation Era (New York:
Company, 1954), p. 355.

Harper and Row

21 Macmi1lan
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The Heidelberg Catechism may be regarded as the flower
and fruit of the entire German and French Reformation;
it has Lutheran earnestness, Melanchthonian clearness,
Zwinglian simplicity, and Calvinistic fire, all
harmoniously blended; and therefore notwithstanding
many defects and hardnesses, it has been,
together with the Augsburg Confession of
1 540, the only common confession and doctrinal
standard of the entire German Reformed Church 22

• • •

The catechism is divided into three parts. The first part treats the sin

and misery of man; the second the redemption by Christ; the third the

thankfulness of the redeemed and the Christian life. "It represents

Christianity in its evangelical, practical, cheering aspect, not as a system

»23of outward observances, but as the best gift of God to man • • •

Because of his beliefs and the writing of the catechism, Elector

Frederick III was summoned to the diet at Augsburg in 1566. He courageously

appeared before the diet. He said that he did not know whether he could

properly be called a Calvinist, for he had never read the works of Calvin;

but that he was willing to stand by the words of the catechism, which

contained the substance of his faith. The members of the diet were deeply

impressed by his firm conviction and adopted a resolution stating that the

Elector was in full agreement with the Augsburg Confession concerning the

justification of faith and many other articles, except the Lord's Supper.

However, they had "no desire to oppress the elector of the Palatinate and

others who might vary from the confession in one or more articles, and thus

» 24increase the sufferings of the confessors of Christ. Frederick III

returned to Heidelberg and was regarded as the political leader of the

22 Joseph Henry Dubbs, Leaders of the Reformation, p. 187.

23 Philip Schaff, Creeds of Christendom, p. 541

24 Josephy Henry Dubbs, Leaders of the Reformation, p. 190.
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Protestants in Germany. He then proceeded to better organize the Reformed

Church in the Palatinate.

On October 26, 1 576 Frederick III died. He was succeeded by his son,

Louis VI, who had ruled the little state of the Upper Palatinate. He had

resisted all efforts of his father to admit Calvinism there. He now tried

to extinguish the Reformed Church in the Lower Palatinate. Calvinist

professors and pastors were expelled. Louis VI temporarily established

Lutheran worship once again.25

Following the death of Louis VI in 1583, John Casimir, brother of

He, like his father, was a Calvinist, and he returned theLouis, ruled.

He was not an extremely religious person but hePalatinate to Calvinism.

remained faithful to his Calvinist faith. He wanted to defend Protestantism

and tried to unite all of the Calvinist churches throughout Europe by a common

His plan failed, but he showed an understanding of theconfession of faith.

political importance of religious unity.25
John Casimir's successor, Frederick IV, continued the policy of

He ledCalvinism and strengthened the organization of the Reformed Church.

in the formation of the Protestant Union of Lutheran and Reformed Princes in

He allied himself with Henry IV of France and against Emperor Rudolf

II, Holy Roman Emperor, King of Hungary, and King of Bohemia.

Church of the Palatinate had survived, and the Reformation was completed.27

1609.

The Reformed

Why Calvinism in the end should have gained the
ascendency among the Protestant bodies is a
matter of speculation. The proximity of Germany
to the northern provinces might have given the
lead to Lutheranism. On the other hand, Calvinsim
was sufficiently agressive to make headway even

25 John Thomas McNeill, The History and Character of Calvinism
(New York: Oxford University Press, 1956), p. 274.

26 Claus-Peter Ciasen, The Palatinate in European History 1555-1618,
(Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1966), p. 20.

27 John Thomas McNeill, The History and Character of Calvinism, p. 276.
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in Germany and obtained a footing in the Palatinate
where the standard Calvinist profession of faith, the
Heidelberg Catechism, was issued.28

Although the Reformation in England had been very different from that

in the Palatinate, Elizabeth understood the struggle against the Catholic

Church, and she understood how important it was that she, a member of

English royalty, struggle for Protestantism even in a political battle.

It was important that Elizabeth and Frederick hold on to their

Protestant roots and carry on the fight against Catholic agression. Thi s

For Elizabeth, herwas the basis of their future and the future of Europe.

roots in Protestantism were based on a very different source than

Frederick's.

The English revolt from Rome differed from that in Germany in two ways.

First, England was a small nation with a strong central government and the revolt

was national, not divided into regional sections as happened in the Palatinate.

The king and parliament had acted together in giving the ecclesiastical authority

Secondly, in England the political break with the papacy cameto the ki ng.

before the religious break. King Henry VIII caused the political break by

demanding a divorce from his wife, the religious break did not come until the

reigns of Edward VI and Elizabeth I. Henry VIII wished to divorce his Catholic

wife, Catherine of Aragon, because she had not given him a son. His marriage to

Catherine should have been illegal under ecclesiastical law because she was his

brother's widow, however, the pope had given special permission for the marriage

Henry claimed that the papal dispensation was wrong and claimedto take place.

28 Roland H. Bainton, The Reformation in the Sixteenth Century
(Boston: The Beacon Press, 1952), p. 174.
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the marriage was invalid. The pope upheld the validity of the marriage and

refused to annul it. Henry then requested the opinions of some reformers on the

Zwingli considered the marriage null, Luther and Melanchthon thoughtsubject.

that it was binding. Eight of the Oxford University faculty members agreed with

The king married Anne Boleyn in 1533 and two months later he had theHenry.

Archbishop of Canterbury pronounce his divorce from Catherine.

In 1534 the pope officially excommunicated Henry from the Catholic

Henry retaliated by ha-ving Parliament pass an act appointing theChurch.

king and his successors supreme head of the Church of England, establishing

the Anglican Church.29 Further legislation cut off the pope's English

revenues and ended his political and religious authority in England. Henry

had no interest in making any real changes in the doctine of the church, he

had been motivated by political rather than religious considerations.

By 1539 Henry passed a body of edicts called the Act of Six Articles.

They were to stop the spread of Lutheranism by making it heretical to deny

Obedience to the papacy remained a criminal offense,medieval Catholicism.

as well as following Lutheranism.

Under King Edward VI the Protestant doctrines and practices were

The Act of Six Articles was repealedintroduced into the Anglican Church.

The Book of Common Prayer was issued in 1549 to providein 1547.

uniformity among the Anglican Churches and to translate the divine service

into the vernacular.30

29 Constant, The Reformation in England (Londond: Sheed & Ward, 1934),
p. 97.

30 a. G. Dickens, The English Reformation (New York:
1964), pp. 218-219.

Schocken Books,
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Following Edward's death, Mary Tudor attempted to restore England to

Catholicism. She burned many Protestants, and many others fled to

continental Europe and came under the influence of Calvinist doctrine.

Under Queen Elizabeth I in 1563 a settlement was finally reached.

Protestantism was restored, but Catholics were tolerated. The Thirty-Nine

Articles which were adopted are Protestant but actually closer to

Lutheranism than to Calvinism. However, many of the people became members

of various Calvinist sects, such as the Brownists, Puritans, Separatists,

and Quakers. Elizabeth Stuart had been educated with Calvinist doctrines

and therefore felt comfortable residing in the center of German Calivnism.

Heidelberg was an intellectual and cultural center as well as the

center of German Calvinism. In 1385 a charter was granted to found

Heidelberg University, with the University at Paris as its model. There

were four faculties established at Heidelberg: theology, medicine, canon

law, and the arts. After the Reformation, the University became the center

for studying German Calvinism. Among the Calvinist professors at the

David Pareus, professor of theology; Daniel Tossanus anduniversity were:

Paul Tossanus, philosopers; John Piscator, author of a German translation of

the Bible; and Emanuel Tremellius, translater of the Old Testament from

Hebrew into Latin and the New Testament from the Syrian.31

Heidelberg University was unique for many other reasons. It was one of

the centers of German Humanism and eventually Christian Humanism. The

humanists believed that man is the core of intellectual activity,

31 Johannes, Janssen, History of the German People at the Close of
the Middle Ages (London: Kegan Paul, Trench, Tribner and Co., 1896),
volume XIV, p.214.
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especially through the study of language, literature and art of ancient

The Christian Humanists endeavored to use the knowledge ofGreece and Rome.

the classics to purify Biblical texts and Church doctrine to better

translate the Scriptures and eventually became the spokesmen against the

papacy in attempting to change the Catholic Church.

Heidelberg University was important also for the study of the sciences.

Throughout Germany there was a decline in practical medicine because of the

lack of clinical instruction, and Heidelberg University was the first

institution to take students to sick individuals to study instead of using

The Humanists encouraged the study of botany, by studying thet ext books.

The university also became the center for thebotanical works of antiquity.

investigation of the flora of the land. The combination of science and

religion led to a controversy about the devil and witchcraft. In 1585

Herman Eilken, a Calvinist professor of Mathematics wrote a book about

The devil was important in the imaginationswitches, the devil, and magic.

of most people and superstitions abounded. Black magic and sorcery were

prevalent. Persons afflicted with mental disease and epileptics were

suspected of being possessed by the devil. Many witchcraft trials took

place in the sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries and approximately one

hundred thousand Germans were executed.32

The castle at Heidelberg was an outstanding monument of princely pride

The structure had been built in 1556 and was consideredand splendor.

32 Johannes, Jansen, History of the German People at the Close of
the Middle Ages (London: Kegan Paul, Trench, Tribner and Co., 1896),
volme XVI, p. 295.
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one of the finest example of Renaissance architecture in Germany. It was

situated on a hillside with a view northwards over mountains and woods, and the

Neckar River flowed through the foreground; the Rhine River wound its way in the

The castle was built of reddish-colored stone and ornamented withdistance.

The sculptures surrounding the castle were of pagan gods and

goddesses, nymphs and dolphins and of Greek heroes and courtesans.33

Heidelberg had been the first German court to be influenced by French

statues.

culture; their language, dress and manners. Fashion made itself even more

strongly felt after the arrival of Elizabeth, who brought with her the

latest French gowns.34 Court life was happier and more elaborate, with more

music and dance.

Elizabeth also brought many personal problems to Heidelberg. The question

of precedence became of paramount importance almost at once. James I had made

it very clear that Elizabeth Stuart must take precedence over everyone else in

Count Shomberg, Elizabeth's advisor, insisted that she shouldthe Palatinate.

be treated as if she were a queen and thereby outrank everyone, including

Frederick and his mother. This proved very difficult to the point that

Elizabeth and Frederick could rarely appear in public together. Frederick

believed that Elizabeth should be treated as his wife, not of higher rank.

This, of course, caused tension which Elizabeth attempted to ignore. She loved

Frederick and did not want to embarass him and hoped the problem would solve

itself with the passing of time.

33 Kurt F. Reinhardt, Germany 2000 Years (New York: Frederick
Ungar Publishing Co., 1959), volume I, pp. 280-81.

34 Claus Peter Ciasen, The Palatinate in European History 1555-1618
(Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1966), p. 43.
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The problem of precedence was only one of the problems that marred the

early years of Elizabeth's married life. The servant question was another

source of discontent. More than one hundred English servants had remained

in Heidelberg and Elizabeth was obliged to have them removed. El i zabeth

attempted to make a list of those persons she actually needed but she hated

to see any of them leave and so the list was useless. Not only were there

too many servants, but they refused to wait upon anyone but Elizabeth. They

even fought among themselves over their own rank. Count Schomberg wrote to

James,

I am doing my best to put the affairs and train of
Madame into good order, but I fear that I shall
not have great success. Madame allows herself to
be led by anyone, this makes some of her attendants
take upon themselves more authority than they should.35

Eventually, the German and English servants had to sit at different tables

until Count Schomberg could arrange passage to England for many of

Elizabeth's servants.

Elizabeth was also her father's daughter in matters of money. She was

unable to reconcile her income with her expenditures. Once again Count

Schomberg wrote to her father saying, "Everybody robs her, even to the

clothes and jewels she wears; and she gives, not of herself through

"36liberality, but through importunities, complaints and tears. Schomberg

pleaded with her to be more careful and strict with her expenditures. James I

35 Cited in Josephine Ross, The Winter Queen, p. 56.

35 Jessica Gorst-Wi 1 liams, Elizabeth the Winter Queen (London:
Abelard, 1977), p. 48.
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scolded her for being careless with her money and demanded that she

account for all her money. She tried to justify her spendings to him, but

eventually she grew tired of keeping records.

All of these difficulties created an inevitable rift between Elizabeth and

her mother-in-law, Louisa Juliana. She was the daughter of William of Orange,

Count of Nassau and Prince of Orange, a Catholic who eventually converted to

Calvinism. Louisa was resentful at having to give in to the new electress. She

could not understand Elizabeth's passion for hunting, dancing, and extravagant

clot hes. Elizabeth felt that Louisa was trying to make her become German and to

follow all German customs, but Elizabeth did not think it was necessary for her

to follow the customs of a country in which she had not been born.37

Eventually, most of the problems did get settled. Count Schomberg drew

up a lengthy list of instructions for Elizabeth for her accounts of the

She was to be sure that every dress was paid for before sheexpenditures.

wore it and put all her old dresses in a wardrobe and examine them once a

year, giving away all those she would not wear again. She was to also keep

careful records of her furniture and tapestry, and especially her linens.

She was to keep her jewelry locked away until she needed one piece. He

insisted that she be more strict with her servants,

attention to Schomberg and soon her matters were in order.38

Elizabeth paid

The matter of

her mother-in-law was also settled by the departure of Louisa Juliana to

Kaiserslautern to reside.

All through this trying time Elizabeth had been pregnant. Throughout

the autumn of 1613 she had denied her pregnancy to everyone. It is unclear

37 Josephine Ross, The Winter Queen, p. 59.

38 Ibid., p. 59-60.
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exactly why she did this. It is generally believed that she feared a

miscarriage and there is no reason to suggest any other reason. On January

2, 1614 she gave birth to a healthy son, christened Frederick Henry. The

whole Protestant world delightedly acclaimed the birth of an heir to the

Protestant Hope of Europe and all the bells rang in Heidelberg to greet the

future Elector. King James presented the child drinking vessels of pure

gold. In the following three years two more children were born, Charles

Louis on December 2, 1617, and Elizabeth on November 27, 1618.39 Al 1 three

of the children had dark hair, eyes and skin like their father. Eli zabeth

affectionately called them her "black babies".

During the early years at Heidelberg Elizabeth had planned to return to

England. On two occasions her plans were stopped due to her pregnancies.

As it turned out, she was never to see any of her immediate family again. On

March 2, 1619 Queen Anne died of dropsy at the age of forty-five. Since her

Scottish babyhood Elizabeth had never been particularly close to her mother,

but she was genuinely upset by her death. She wrote her father on March 23,

1619,

I have received your majesty's letter, in which you
send me word, to my extreme regret, of the death of
the queen; it is to me an affliction so great, that
I have no words to express it. I pray God to console
your majesty, and for me, I am very sure that I shall
regret this death all my life. The Elector is
extremely afflicted for this great loss, and will
not fail to show it by an express embassy. I most
humbly supplicate your majesty to pardon me if I
do not write more; sadness weighs my heart so that it
hinders me from writing as I ought. I will therefore

39 Alice Bucan, A Stuart Portrait (London: Peter Davies, 1934),
pp. 47-48.
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conclude entreating your majesty always to love me
and to keep me in your good favor, being all my life
Sir, your majesty's most humble and most obedient
daughter and servant.40
The happiness of Elizabeth and Frederick continued to grow throughout

the tranquil years at Heidelberg. However, the political events in Bohemia

which were about to raise Elizabeth and Frederick to a royal throne would be

the end of the peace and contentment they were experiencing in Heidelberg.

The young couple had entered Heidelberg, the intellectual and cultural

center of German Calvinism, with hopes and dreams of greatness and

prosperity, but they would only see the realization of those dreams for one

The events of the Reformations in each of their countries hadshort year.

brought them together, making them the Hope of the Protestant Cause. They

were the representatives of Protestantism assuring the continuation of their

Elizabeth and Frederick had to make sure that no one could surpressfaith.

Protestantism. But now political considerations would enter the realm of

their religious world and a religious struggle would engulf Europe for

thirty years.

4° L. M. Baker, The Letters of Elizabeth, Queen of Bohemia (London:
the Bodley Head, 1953), p. 47.



CHAPTER III

PRAGUE: A Crown Won, A Kingdom Lost

Elizabeth and Frederick were highly thought of throughout Europe. Many

leaders believed, as King James did, that Frederick would indeed become a

If not a king, he seemed destined to rule the Palatinate for many yearski ng.

and make it a strong power. However, destiny was not so kind to him. On

August 26, 1619 Frederick was elected King of Bohemia, but the reign would end

The election of Frederick triggered a religious warin tragedy, not grandeur.

that would plague Europe for thirty years.

For many years Bohemia had been ruled by the House of Habsburg which had

secured the throne in 1526 with the election of Ferdinand I. At the time of

his election he was already ruler of all Austrian territories, and later

Ferdinand's Austrian domains did not continuebecame the King of Hungary.

united with the other two parts of his domains. Upon his death in 1564 they

were divided among his three sons, creating the three branches of the House of

Bohemia was the largest and most important part of the empire.Austri a. The

Bohemian king had a powerful influence in the affairs of the German Holy Roman

Empire and; therefore, the Austrian Habsburgs were able to secure and retain

From 1558 onward, the imperial German crown wasthe imperial German crown.

held almost continually by the wearer of the Bohemian crown. Under

Ferdinand's successor, Rudolf II, Prague, the capital of Bohemia, was chosen

as the permanent seat of the imperial court and the residence of all the

diplomatic representatives to the imperial court. This was done for two

reasons, military strategy and the Bohemians' wanting their elected ruler to

live with them.l Rudolf II was a very diverse personality. He was a feeble,

unstable, and impoverished ruler who inherited a massive domain but died a

He was also a collector of artistic treasures, gainingpowerless prisoner.

1 R. J. W. Evans, Rudolf II and His World (Oxford:
1973), p. 22

Clarendon Press,
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recognition by the intellectuals of his day. And, finally, he was obsessed

with the study of the occult,

magic, and astrology.3

He became involved in alchemy, the pursuit of

He offended both the Catholic Church and the

Protestants making him disliked by both groups. Rudolf was eventually

dethroned by his brother Matthias, who assumed the throne and reigned until his

death in 1619.3

Bohemia not only struggled with outside rulers, but also struggled

inwardly because of religious difficulties. The religious movement had been

started in Bohemia by John Huss in the fifteenth century when he challenged the

authority and teaching of the Church hierarchy in Rome. After the Habsburgs

came to power it was feared that the "Reformation" would be ended before it

really had made an impact upon the people because the Habsburgs were Catholic.

However, in 1609 Rudolf II had granted certain religious privileges to the

The Protestants were allowed to build their churches onnobles of his kingdom.

Catholic domains, and property could not be confiscated for political

purposes By 1614, serious controversy had arisen in two towns where Catholic

ecclesiastical lords were trying to close down Protestant churches built under

the terms of the Letter of Majesty in 1609. The government ordered the

churches to be torn down, established a censorship of printed literature,

prohibited the use of Catholic endowments to pay Protestant ministers, and

refused to admit non-Catholics to civic offices.3 A decree had also been

issued forbidding Protestant assemblies, but in defiance of this ban the

3 R.J.W. Evans, Rudolf II and His World (Oxford:
Press, 1973), pp 1-2.

Clarendon

3 Kamil Krofta, A Short History of Czechoslavakia (London:
and Horgate, 1935), pp. 57-60.

4 A. H. Hermann, A History of the Czechs (London:

Wi 11 i ams

Allen Lane, 1975),
p. 53.

3 Geoffrey Parker, Europe in Crisis (Ithaca, New York:
University Press, 1979), pp. 158-159.

Cornel 1
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Protestants met on May 21, 1619 in Prague. They demanded a redress of

grievances arising out of the religious dispute, but the Habsburg government

rejected their demands. Angry, the Protestant leaders seized two deputy

governors and threw them through the castle window into the refuse-filled

moat forty feet below,

managed to escape.6

Miraculously the victims survived the fall and

This confrontation is known as the "Defenestration of

Prague" and it precipitated a widespread revolt against the Habsburg regime

concerning much more than simply the religious issue.

A provisional government was formed by two Protestant leaders who

mobilized fighting forces to fight the imperial troops. Matthias, Holy

Roman Emperor, and Ferdinand, King of Bohemia, sent an army to restore their

However, the Bohemian political leaders had failed toinf1uence in Bohemia.

He had chosen to remainrealize that Ferdinand was a strong man of action.

in Vienna where he was safe from the threats of force by the Bohemian

As long as their domination of Europe was unchallenged, theProtestants.

Habsburgs could be tolerant of the Protestants, but Ferdinand faced a

changing situation in Europe in which the Protestants were becoming a

serious threat.^

The Protestants not only misunderstood Ferdinand, they also

miscalculated their strength. In considering potential allies in 1615,

three years earlier, Karel Starsi ze Zerotina, (Charles of Zerotin the

Elder), wrote that a Protestant union in Germany was not likely to take

He felt that Bethlen Gabor, the ruler of Transylvania, was notplace.

reliable and that the Elector of Saxony was not trustworthy. He realized

6 Benecke, Gerhard, Germany in the Thirty Years Mar (London: Edward
Arnold, 1978), p. 12.

7 A. H. Hermann, A History of the Czechs, p. 53.
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that since the death of Henry IV of France, Europe was different politically

and that James I of England would not be able to give the Protestant

movement as much support as Elizabeth I could have given.8 The revolt

against the Habsburgs by the Bohemians started when Ferdinand had begun to

intrude on Protestant liberties, and the Catholic Church had started to get

Although the Protestants hadtough with the Protestants on its estates.

miscalculated their strength, they had more seriously miscalculated

Ferdinand and the Catholic Church.

Following the "Defenestration of Prague" the Bohemian Protestants

They believed that they coulddecided that Ferdinand should be deposed.

reject Ferdinand since he had never been elected by them. Ferdinand

believed the position to be hereditary, but the Bohemians disagreed. They

also felt they could depose him for breaking the law by persecuting them for

religious beliefs.

It hath been sufficiently proved, that the Archduke
Ferdinand was never elected King of Bohemia by the
ordinary course, and that he himself, hath deprived
himself and hath forfeited both the acception and
the coronation
of assurance, or oath: as also seeing he hath
excerised manifest tyrannies in the Kingdom, and
passed contracts with the House of Spain without
the consent or knowledge of the States 9

by not observing either his letters• • •

• • • •

The Protestant confederation then proceeded with the election of a

king, instead of allowing several candidates to compete for the throne by

assuring a military base in Bohemia, making certain that they could

8 A. H. Hermann, A History of the Czechs, p. 54.

9 George Water, printer, (1619), The reasons which compelled the
states of Bohemia to reject the Archduke Ferdinand and inforced them to
elect a new King together with the propsotion was made upon the first motion
of the choice of the Elector Palatine to be King of Bohemia, by the States
of that Kingdom in their public assembly on the sixteenth day of August.
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successfully fight the Habsburgs. In the meantime, Ferdinand had succeeded

Matthias as Emperor of the Holy Roman Empire, giving him an advantage in

defending his right to the throne of Bohemia.

The confederation first sought John George of Saxony for their king, but

fearing the consequences he refused the offer. They next asked Frederick of

the Palatinate. The Bohemians realized that their decision would cause trouble

Count Solms, Palatine ambassador at Frankfurt said, "letin the Empire.

everyone prepare at once for a war lasting twenty, thirty or forty years. The

Spaniards and the House of Austria will deploy all their worldly goods to

"10recover Bohemia • • •

The council had decided on Frederick V for several reasons. He was the

head of the Union of German Protestant Princes. He had powerful connections

with French Protestants, since his uncle was the Huguenot leader, the Duc de

He was also closely tied with the Netherlands by family members.Bouilion.

And most important, he had married the daughter of the King of England,

"It lookedseemingly assuring the Bohemiams of assistance from England.

like an ideal set of alliances behind the young Elector Palatine, marking

him out as destined to play a most important part in shaping the destiny of

"11Europe in the critical years ahead.

The question for Frederick was whether or not he should accept the

It was an honor to be chosen and it would mean a strongBohemian crown.

Protestant leader would rule Bohemia but it was also very hazardous. The

To accept would meandecision was therefore both religious and political.

Geoffrey Parker, Europe in Crisis, p. 163.

11 Frances Yates, The Rosicruican Enlightenment (London: Routledge
and Kegan Paul, 1972), p. 16.
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a declaration of war against the Habsburg powers, to decline would be to

refuse to follow the will of God and the spread of Protestantism.12
Frederick consulted numerous people before he made his decision:

Louisa Juliana, the Duke of Bavaria, the Elector of Saxony, King James I,

his mother

Louis Camerarius, Scultetus his chaplain, Christian of Anhalt, the Duc de

Bouillon, and of course, his wife, Elizabeth.

Hindsight indicates that Louisa Juliana evidenced great wisdom. She

advised her son not to be tempted by the lure of glory only to find himself

in a situation in which he did not have the strength with which to succeed.

She also warned him that if he did fail he would lose all of his hereditary

domains and he would be ruined.13

The affairs of the empire might soon be ret rived: and
that the Pope would convoke all Catholics to defend the
Emperor...distrust still more the Bohemians. If they
offer their crown, it is not that they love you better
than another prince, but that they have no other resource 14• • •

The Duke of Bavaria had also pleaded with Frederick to reject the crown.

He explained to Frederick that since Spain and all the Habsburgs were firmly

behind Ferdinand that Frederick would be acting in defiance of an

overwhelming combination if he replaced Ferdinand. Likewise, the Elector of

Saxony encouraged him not to accept the throne.

However, those in favor of him accepting the crown had convincing

arguments also. Christian of Anhalt had himself encouraged the Bohemian

12 Frances Yates, The Rosicrucian Enlightenment, p. 18.

13 F. Spanheim, Memoirs of the Princess Louise Juliana, Electress
Palatine (Leyden: 1645), p. 142.

14 Elizabeth Ogilvey Benger, Memoirs of Elizabeth Stuart (London:
Longman, Hurst, Reis, Orme, Broune, and Green, 1825), p. 267.
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confederation to offer the crown to Frederick. He was a devout Calvinist who

directed Palatinate policy. He was convinced that the aim of Spanish policy was to

exterminate Protestantism, therefore the Protestants had to stop Habsburg world

power.Scultetus, Frederick's influential chaplain, believed the offer to be the

divine called of God and therefore Frederick must obey the call and accept the

The Duc de Bouillon believed the crown should be accepted, but he expressedcrown.

The views of those inhis concern about the military strength of the Habsburgs.

favor of Frederick's accepting the crown were expressed by Puffendorf Louis

Camerarius, one of Frederick's advisors,

Fortune commonly declares for the brave; and it would
be unworthy of your rank to reject that which every
other soverign would be disposed to seek. Neither
moderation, but rather incur the odium of meanness
and pusillanimity
eager to shake off the yoke of Ferdinand. Where
shall he find forces to attack you?
is here nothing for your highness to lose, and much
to gain, but were there even more difficulty and
peril it would be well to become a courageous prince
to run some risk for glory.15

Almost the whole of Austria is• • •

In fact, there• • •

There is little doubt that Elizabeth wanted Frederick to accept the crown,

but how much influence she actually exerted in his decision is unknown. She

wrote to him,

Since you are persuaded that the throne to which
you are invited is a vocation from God, by whose
Providence are all things ordained and directed,
then assuredly you ought not to shrink from the
duty imposed; nor, if such be your persuasion,
shall I repine whatever consequences may ensue
not even though I should be forced to part from
my last jewel, and to suffer actual hardship,
shall I ever repent the election.1?

It is believed by someJust how influential was Elizabeth in the decision?

15 Claus-Peter Ciasen, The Palatinate in European History 1555-1618 (Oxford:
Basil Blackwell, 1966), p. 2V.

15 Elizabeth Ogi 1 vey Benger, Memoirs of Elizabeth Stuart, pp. 264-267.
17 Jessica Gorst-Wil li ams, Elizabeth, the Winter Queen, p. 60.
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historians that she was too much concerned with her monkeys, children,

hunting, and cultural events in Heidelberg to be concerned at all.

suggest that Elizabeth was extremely influential.

Ot hers

"Had he ever refused her

anything? Could he refuse her what she most longed for now? He• • •

relived all her taunts a hundred times over. He determined to make himself

••18worthy of her The persuasiveness of this argumentand so he accepted.• • •

is further enhanced with a remark that Elizabeth was alleged to have said to

Frederick, that he should not have married a King's daughter, if he had not

the courage to become himself a King.19 There is also the possibility that

Elizabeth was very happy and eager to become a queen but that she neither

violently urged nor heedlessly ignored the question of the Bohemian crown.

There was one other person from whom Frederick was eager to seek

advi ce. Frederick wrote to King James I pleading for assistance in the

When he did not receive an answer, he asked Elizabeth to write todecisi on.

Elizabeth was reluctant to do this because sheher father on his behalf.

knew that her father was the protector of the "status quo", and that he

would not understand why Frederick would be willing to upset the powers in

Europe. However, she did write to the Marquis of Buckingham on September 1,

1619.

My lord, This worthy bearer will inform you of
a business that concerns his master verie much;
the Bohemians being desirous to chuse him for
their King, which he will not resolve of till
he knowe his Majesties opinion in it. The Baron
of Dona will inform you particularly of all.
The King hath now a good occasion to manifest

18 Ibid., p. 63.

19 Mary Anne Everett Green, Elizabeth, Electress Palatine and Queen
of Behemia (London: Methuen and Co., 18Ô5), p. 129.
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to the world the love he hath ever professed to
the Prince heere. I earnestlie entreat you
to use your best means in perswading his Majestie
to shew himself now, in his helping of the Prince
heere, a true loving father to us both 20• • •

Frederick then wrote to Buckingham himself and said, "I promise myself that,

from your zeal for the preservation of the church of God, assuring you that

my only aim, in this affair, is to imploy all that I have in this world, for

••21 Frederick ordered prayers forthe service of Him who has given it me.

divine guidance to be offered up in all the churches and anxiously awaited a

reply from England.

In England, however, James was negotiating the marriage of his nineteen

year old son, Charles, with the Infanta of Spain. James had no intention of

alienating the Habsburgs by declaring his support for the Bohemian rebels.

James had married his daughter to the Elector to link England with the

Protestant powers, not to alienate England from the Habsburg powers.22
James hoped the situation could be resolved through mediation and so he

James had allowed the Spanishrefused to send Frederick a specific answer.

Ambassador, Godomar, to persuade him that the Bohemia affair had been

plotted with the express object of compelling him to abandon his alliance

with Spain and draw the sword in defense of his daughter,

refused to support the election, declaring that "he deemed it the work of a

James therefore

faction; that his subjects were as dear to him as his daughter, and

20 L. M. Baker, The Letters of Elizabeth, Queen of Bohemia (London:
the Bodley Head, 1 953), p. 50.

21 Mary Anne Everett Green, Elizabeth, Electress Palatine and Queen
of Bohemia, p. 128.

22 Josephine Ross, The Winter Queen, (New York: St. Martin's Press,
1979), p. 68-69.
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»23therefore he could not consent to embroil them in an unjust war.

It is almost impossible to determine who actually influenced Frederick

Christian of Anhalt certainly pushed him and the belief that it wast he most.

God's call could not be ignored. Could Frederick have refused the crown and

abandoned the Protestants in Bohemia and renounced the anti-Catholic policy?

The refusal of the Bohemian crown would have hurt the prestige of the

Palatinate and would also have created a major defeat for European

"In accepting the crown, Frederick carried sixty years ofProt estant i sm.

"24anit-Catholi c and ant i-Flabsburg policy to its logical conclusion.

Frederick had decided to accept the crown when he wrote the Duc de

Bouillon on September 27, 1619,

I am going to where I am wanted, and God calls me. I
entreat you to believe that his resolution proceeds
from no ambition or desire to aggrandize my house,
but that my only aim is to serve God and his church.
I can say, with truth, that I have not aspired to
it, but always sought my happiness in what God has
given me, and rather tried to impede than to advance
this election. This makes me the more assured that
it is a divine vocation, which I ought not to reject.25

Immediately preparations began to be made to leave for the coronation in

Frederick arranged for his brother-in-law, the Duke of Zweibrucken,Prague.

to take care of his two youngest children.26

23 Mary Anne Everett Green, Elizabeth, Electress Palatine and Queen
of Bohemia, p. 134

24 Claus-Peter Ciasen, The Palatinate in European History, pp. 24-25.

23 sir George Bromley, Collection of Original Royal Letters (London:
Stockdale, 1797), p. 8. Translated from French.

23 Jessica Gorst-Wi 1 liams, Elizabeth, The Winter Queen, p. 63.
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On the morning of September 27, 1619 the royal party set out for Prague.

Frederick and Elizabeth, who was once again pregnant, took their eldest son

Frederick Henry, who was now six years old. With them they took one hundred

and fifty-three wagons of personal belongings; clothes, books, gold plate,

toys, lesson books, linen and other valuable articles which they would need in

Prague.27 An eyewitness named John Harrison printed a brief account of their

departure.

About eight of the clock, these princely personages
with their train, in their coaches and some on horses
and wagons, without any vain pomp or ostentation, but
rather tears^in their eyes lifted up to heaven, quietly
departed 28

• • •

After a short visit to the Margrave of Ansbach, Frederick and Elizabeth

reached the city of Amberg in the Upper Palatinate on October 4, 1619. There

Frederick faced an imperial envoy sent to represent to him the significance of

his disobedience to the Emperor Ferdinand and to beg him to reconsider his

decisi on. However, Frederick told them that his decision could not be changed

and the royal couple continued on their trip, accompanied by a thousand

In the border town of Waldssassen Elizabeth gave her first audiencet roops.

as queen to a group of Bohemian deputies. Baron Ruppa, one of the men

responsible for the Defenestration of Prague, wished her a long and happy

reign and thanked her for her willingness for Frederick to accept the crown.

Elizabeth replied by saying, "Sir, what I have done for the honour of God and

the good of our religion has been done whole-heartedly. You may be assured

27 Carola Oman, Elizabeth of Bohemia (London:
1938), p. 179.

28 John Harrison, Short relation of the departure of
Frederick, King Elect of Bohemia towards Prague, 1619.

Hodder and Stoughton,
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"29that in the future my love and affection shall not be found wanting.

The following day Frederick and Elizabeth entered their new country for the

first time.

On October 21, 1619 the new king and queen entered Prague. Frederick

entered in the city riding a great horse and Elizabeth was traveling in a

beautifully decorated coach. It was a day of rejoicing for the people of

The Habsburg oppressor was gone and in his place was a young king whoPrague.

was willing to risk his country to be their ruler. Elizabeth wrote to her

father's friend Buckingham and said, "Yesterday we arrived heire being

"30received with a great show of love of all sortes of people. They arrived

at Hradschin Palace, their home for the following year.

Hradschin Palace was an old castle. It had been improved by Rudolf II

who built modern apartments at one end of the building. There was a tower

where criminals were lowered through trap doors to underground cells. The

31palace had a cathedral and many new stables.

Under Rudolf II, 1575-1611, Prague had become a melting pot of ideas. It

had become a center for alchemical, astrological and magio-scientific studies of

"Prague became a Mecca for those interested in esoteric andall kinds.

"Hither came John Dee and Edwardscientific studies from all over Europe.

"32 However, under the late EmperorsKelly, Giordano Bruno and Johannes Kepler.

the academic institutions had not flourished,

29 Josephine Ross, The Wi nter Queen, p. 72.

30 L. M. Baker, The Letters of Elizabeth, Queen of Bohemia, p. 70.

31 Carola Oman, Elizabeth of Bohemia, p. 203.

32 Frances Yates, The Rosicruician Enlightenment, p. 204
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the university no longer had a thousand scholars, nor were there any renowned

men to be found in Prague. Even in the clergy there was little greatness to

"The Catholic priests were bigoted and pompous, the Lutheranbe found.

ministers luxurious and suspicious, the minor sect of the Hussites displayed

-33more ability, but mediocrity was universal. Throughout Prague the streets

were filthy, most of the buildings were made of timber and clay with little

artistic value, and there were large marketplaces that were usually

overcrowded. To this city Frederick and Elizabeth came from the glory of

Heidelberg.

On the day of the coronation a commemorative print was published. It

shows Frederick and Elizabeth as the crowned King and Queen of Bohemia. In

the background, reformers and peace have triumphed over counter-reformers and

Four lions represent the alliances on which the new king and queen canwar.

One lion was Frederick's own heraldic animal, the lion on the left isdepend.

the lion of the Palatinate, holding an electoral crown. Next, the

double-tailed lion of Bohemia, the British lion with his sword and the lion of

the Netherlands.35 Many poems were written to commemorate the coronation and

many of them emphasized the good fortune of Bohemia to have the daughter of

the King of England for their own.

Jacobus, her lord father dear,
Through her has become
Our mightiest patron and support:
He will not desert us,
Otherwise we would suffer great distress.36

33 Elizabeth Ogi 1 vey Benger, Memoirs of Elizabeth Stuart, p. 298.

34 Carola Oman, Elizabeth of Bohemia, p. 204.

35 Frances Yates, The Rosicrucian Englightenment, p. 20.

36 Ibid., p. 21.
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What the Bohemians did not realize was that King James was not supporting

his daughter and her husband; he was disowning all responsibility for the

Bohemian enterprise to various courts in Europe. He was making no military or

naval preparations to help them, and he was actually working against them,

making every effort to bring favor with the Habsburg powers,

very willing to desert his daughter rather than risk incurring the Habsburg

James seemed

anger.

On November 3, 1619 Frederick was crowned king in the Cathedral of St.

Vitus. The coronation ceremony was conducted by the Hussite clergy and was

the last great public ceremony to be sponsored by the Bohemian church. The

procession to the altar was headed by the hereditary office holders with the

chief server symbolically carrying two loaves of bread, one covered with gold

and the other with silver. They were followed by the cupbearers with two

vessels of wine, again one covered with gold and one with silver. Next came

the chief office-holders of the kingdom; the Chief Secretary carrying the

scepter, the Chief Judge carrying a gold apple, the Chief Citizen carrying the

crown, the Chief Chamberlain carrying the sword. At the end of the procession

Frederick appeared with the Administrator on his right and the Elder on his

1 eft.37 The coronation was very long and prior to the ceremony there was some

controversy over the question of whether or not he should be anointed; the

rite had Catholic overtones and the Lutherans had kept the practice, but

the Calvinists had rejected it. It was finally agreed that Frederick would

receive the holy oil. Following the lengthy ceremony Frederick greeted the

joyous crowds in the streets of Prague.

37 Jessica Gorst-Mi1liams, Elizabeth, The Winter Queen, p. 67-68.
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Elizabeth's coronation took place three days later on November 6, 1619. This

ceremony was much shorter but still very beautiful. Elizabeth was led to the

altar by the clergy and officers of state where a priest blessed her. King

Frederick then joined her and the Queen was led to the throne. A reformed

German minister then preached a sermon from I Timothy 2: 1-7, and offered a

prayer for the divine blessing and for the royal couple to enjoy a long andthe

tranquicl reign. The sacred oil was then administered to the Queen, the

scepter was placed in her hand, and she was reminded that her rule was to

maintain righteous laws, protect the fatherless and widows, and support the

Church of Christ. Next, the crown was placed on her head and the administrator

proclaimed:

Long life to our Queen Elizabeth, with our most potent
and gracious King Frederick, and all their children,
and all their princely family, through thy grace and
mercy, 0 Lord our God, celestial Father, who, with the
Son and the Holy Ghost, reignest one God, world
without end, Amen.38

The people cheered, the cannons were fired, and the bells were rung as the

Queen was led to Hradshin Palace.

Frederick immediately left Prague to visit his new dominions in Moravia and

Silesia. Elizabeth was left at the palace and soon became very melancholy. Being

the Queen of Bohemia was not as simple as Elizabeth had anticipated. The Bohemians

dressed differently from herself, spoke a language foreign to her, and had some

Elizabeth did not attempt to learncultural customs which she did not understand.

the new language nor did she attempt to make any friends with the Bohemians,

kept to herself and conversed only with the people who had come with her from

She

38 Mary Anne Everett Green, Elizabeth, Electress Palatine and Queen of
Bohemia, p. 141.
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Heidel berg. The weather was getting very cold and Elizabeth was about to

spend a very long year in Bohemia.

A small incident which took place on the feast day of St. Elizabeth

decreased Elizabeth's popularity among the people. A group of women had come

to the palace with a gift of loaves of bread baked in the shape of flowers.

They were a special gift to remember an earlier Queen Elizabeth of Hungary

who believed in helping the poor. She had been stopped by her husband and

questioned about the objects she was carrying in her apron, and she thereupon

lied and said, "Flowers" to conceal the fact that she was carrying bread to

When her husband insisted on seeing the flowers, she opened her

apron and the loaves were transformed to flowers,

legend, and openly mocked the simple gift from the women.39

the poor.

Elizabeth did not know this

Another incident occurred in which both Frederick and Elizabeth were involved.

Over the bridge over the Moldau there stood a crucifix, flanked by carved wooden

figures of the Virgin and saints. Frederick and Elizabeth insisted that they be

moved since they were Catholic symbols. Elizabeth refused to go on the bridge

unless the figures were destroyed because she did not want to pass under Catholic

relics. The people of Prague were outraged, the figures were regarded as national

monuments, even though they were Catholic in origin.40
Elizabeth was not very fortunate in her attempts to win the approval of

the citizens of Prague. Her foreign dress and fashionable hairstyles made her

look strange to them, as they looked strange to her. On one occasion a

conscious effort was made for her to win some popularity with them. At a

public feast she was served food and drink by Bohemians instead of her own

39 Josephine Ross, The Winter Queen, p. 74.

40 Ibid., p. 76.
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Unfortunately, wine was spilt on her expensive dress, the food wasservants.

tipped off her plate before it reached her, and one of her monkeys scared a

Bohemian servant by jumping on him.

foreign queen to her new countrymen.41

The incident did nothing to endear the

Frederick applied himself to the internal government of his kingdom. He

made regulations against crime and founded hospitals for the aged and poor.

One of his most marked features of his reign was his association of religion

with politics and his recognition of the ruling hand of providence. He

ordered more rigid observance of the Sabbath throughout Bohemia and ordered a

general fast and prayers for the divine blessing. However, though he

recognized and practiced religious toleration, it was too apparent that he was

a Calvinist, especially in a country where two-thirds of the Protestants were

Lutherans.42

On the evening of November 26, 1619 Elizabeth gave birth to her fourth

child, another son. He was named Rupert in honor of his ancestor, Rupert III,

Elector Palatine and King of Bohemia in 1400.43 y^g Bohemians hoped that he

would be named their heir, but Frederick named his eldest son, Frederick

Henry, heir to his kingdom.

The relative peace that surrounded the royal couple was disappearing

rapidly. Four armies were concentrating against Frederick, under the

41 Ibid., p. 77.

42 Mary Anne Everett Green, Elizabeth, Electress Palatine and Queen of
Bohemia, pp. 143-144.

43 Carola Oman, Elizabeth of Bohemia, p. 201
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leadership of Bucquoy, the Duke of Bavaria, the Marquis Spinola, and the

Elector of Saxony.44 In Bohemia military preparations were being made.

Frederick visited several parts of his kingdom to confirm the allegiance of

the people, he had large sums of money coined, raised new levies, and called

The Lower Palatinate including Heidelberg,upon new recruits for his army.

where Frederick's two other children were still living, was being threatened

by Spinola's army.

vigorous campaign in the lower Palatinate. On August 28, 1620, Spinola had

Ambrose Spinola was a Spanish general who conducted a

entered the lower Palatinate and proceeded rapidly towards Heidelberg. Louisa

Juliana took the infant Charles and his sister Elizabeth and fled to the

Frederick was at war.protection of the Duke of Wurtemberg.

Now attention turned to England. Although James I had disapproved of

Frederick's decision to accept the crown of Bohemia and did not want to fight

the Habsburg powers, he had promised to protect the Palatinate since it was

rightfully Frederick's and he also wanted his grandchildren to have their

inheritance. Frederick desparately needed the assistance of England to stop

James still insisted that it was possible to mediate theSpinola.

difficulties and refused to send a substantial army to the Lower Palatinate.

Once again Elizabeth wrote a letter of supplication to England, this time to

her brother Charles, Prince of Wales,

My only dear brother, I am sure you have heard before this,
that Spinola hath taken some towns in the lower Palatinate,
which makes me to trouble you with these lines, to beseech
you earnestly to move his majesty that now he would assist
us; for he may easily see how little his embassages are
regarded. Dear brother, be most earnest with him; for, to
speak freely to you, his slackness to assist us doth make

44 Mary Anne Everett Green, Elizabeth, Electress Palatine and Queen
of Bohemia, p. 149.
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the Princes of the Union slack too, who do nothing with
their army; the king hath ever said that he would not
suffer the Palatinate to be taken; it was never in hazard
but now, and I beseech you again, dear brother, to solicit
as much as you can, for her that loves you more than all
the world. I doubt not that but you will do it, since
you have hitherto solicited his majesty for us, where you
do shew your affection to me, when I beseech you to
continue to her that is ever, my only dear brother.45

Louisa Juliana wrote to King James pleading for assistance for her son,

It is now too late to doubt whether Spinola's large
army is designed against the Palatinate; it is
already at our door.

• • •

It is impossible that this should not touch
your majesty's heart, mine being so smitten
with grief at seeing them so unjustly
oppressed
to look at the peril in which they are, and
to hasten a signal aid, by some money or
some diversion; otherwise it will be
impossible for us to subsist, or to preserve
your dear children from the bloody hand of
our enemies
that your majesty may shew himself a good
father, as you have always been, and this
by efforts of your grandeur.46

•to supplicate you most humbly• •

it is then at this juncture• • •

King James I wanted peace but was not willing to get involved in the

He did not want to begin sending money or troops to aBohemian affair.

He did send a small body of troopssituation that may last for several years.

He was "in ato the Palatinate but they were instructed not attack Spinola.

great strait, being drawn to one side by the truth and by his friendship to

»45 The "truth" was a reference to thePhilip and to the House of Austria.

concept that Ferdinand rightfully deserved the throne of Bohemia. James

46 l. M. Baker, The Letters of Elizabeth, Queen of Bohemia, p. 54

46 Mary Anne Everett Green, Elizabeth, Electress Palatine and
Queen of Bohemia, p. 153.
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also believed that Bohemia had already lost the war. He had received word

that the Bohemian army was weak and in disunion, that generals were fighting

with one another, and that troops were not well fed nor did they have enough

ammunition.47 Gondomar, the Spanish ambassador to England, and James' advisor

assured him that if Frederick would renounce his claim to the throne then

48peace would be restored in the Palatinate. But it was too late for any

James had failed his daughter and her people when he was mostmediation.

needed.

Even if James had gotten the consent of Parliament and he was willing to

assist Frederick in getting the Palatinate back in return for giving up the

He wrote to Elizabeth whenBohemian crown, Frederick would not have agreed.

he knew that the English ambassadors were in Prague and said,

I beg you to give my compliments to the ambassadors,
and to tel 1 them that I am very glad of thei r arri val ;
that there is no one who deserves peace more than I,
provided it be honorable to their master and to me;
but my quitting the kingdom could not be so to either
of us.^9

As the Bavarian army began to march on Bohemia the exodus from the

threatened city of Prague began. Crown Prince Frederick Henry was sent away

Sir Francis Nethersole wrote onto safety, but Elizabeth refused to leave.

September 5, 1620 that she was "irremovable resolved to abide still in this

out of her rare and admirable love to the king, her husband, on thet own • • •

grounds that the Bohemians might be disheartened if she were to abandon the

47 Samuel Rawson Gardiner, History of England (London:
Longman, Green and Co., 1905), volume III, p. 315.

D. H. Willison, King James VI and I, p. 415.

49 sip George Bromley, Collection of Original Royal Letters, p. 9.

48
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•■50country while the king was with the army. Frederick was concerned for her

safety also, "God grant it may not be needful for you to leave Prague! Still

it ought to be prepared for you are resolved to submit without impatience,• • •

••51fully and in everything, to what God wills Frederick had taken every• • •

precaution for his wife's safety before departing to join the army; he had

disarmed all Catholics who refused the oath of allegience, he had arranged for

two companies of troops to stay behind to defend the city, he had made

provision for the functions of civil government to be carried out as before,

and he had left his own bodyguard to protect the queen.52 But, the Imperial

troops were drawing closer; in Prague they could hear the cannon fire by day

The Queen of Boehmia finally agreed to pack her belongings.and night.

Winter was coming once again, but Frederick and Elizabeth had been destined to

reign through only one winter.

Christian of Anhalt did not think the Imperial forces would attack

quickly. Fie knew the invading army was disorganized; the various branches

spoke a dozen different languages, the soldiers had been struck with the

plague, and their commander was himself sick. On November 8, 1620 with the

enemy camped outside Prague, Anhalt told Frederick that there would not be a

Frederick therefore stayed inside the city to see Elizabethbattle that day.

In the meantime, the decision wasand to encourage the civilian population.

For the Bohemians the battle, fought onmade by the Imperial forces to fight.

the White Mountain outside of Prague, and lasting only one hour, was an

50 Jessica Gorst-Wi 1 liams, Elizabeth, The Winter Queen, p 75.

51 Sir George Bromley, Collection of Royal Letters, p. 10.

52 Jessica Gorst-Williams, Elizabeth, The Winter Queen, pp. 76-77.
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ignominious defeat. Four thousand of them were killed. Many of them,

leaderless, had retreated without even fighting.53
Elizabeth's courage did not fail her, and with her packed personal

possessions she hurried into her carriage and was soon riding out of Prague.

She had been so distracted before leaving that she almost left a precious item

behind, the infant Prince Rupert had been quickly bundled and thrown into the

carriage and not until he cried did anyone realize the importance of the

bundle on the floor. The Queen was taken quickly from the palace, across the

bridge whose statues had caused so much dispute. Frederick remained calm,

considering that his honor, fortune, and all of his happiness was at stake.

"His 'incomparable lady', who truly saw the state she was in, did not fall

herself below the dignity of a queen, and kept the freedom of her countenance

and discourse, with such unchangeable temper, as at once did raise all capable
ii 54men this one thought - that her mind could not be brought under fortune.

No one knows what might have happened if Frederick had won the battle of

the White Mountain, but once he lost the battle he was forced to leave and

live the life of an exiled king attempting to regain his throne. It had

seemed that he was invincible because of his allies, but they did not come to

aid when he needed them. The Margrave of Brandenburg had too many domestic

problems to help his brother-in-law; James I lacked the determination to fight

for his daughter and was preoccupied with the possible marriage between

Charles and the Infanta of Spain; Sweden was occupied with a war in Poland

and thus Frederick was left to fight all alone. The German Protestant princes

53 Jessica Gorst-Wi11iams, Elizabeth, The Winter Queen, pp. 76-77.

54 Josephine Ross, The Winter Queen, p.83.
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either could not or would not help him, at least not until they themselves

were threatened by the Habsburgs. The German princes were not united because of

the split between the Lutherans and Calvinists.

Frederick had accepted the Bohemian crown because he truly believed it to

be the will of God for his life. He felt that if God had not wanted him to be

king then the crown would not have been offered to him. For Frederick there

was no other decision, to refuse the crown would have left the Catholic

Habsburgs in power and he refused to even consider such a possibility.

There is a possibility that assistance from James I could have changed

the outcome of this first struggle against the Habsburgs. There is no doubt

that the lack of aid from England caused a psychological drain on the Bohemian

cause, but without the assistance of the other allies it is unlikely that

English assistance could have changed the outcome of the war. Elizabeth had

unsuccessfully attempted to get the aid from her father at the beginning of

the war, and her struggle for English aid would continue unsuccessfully for many

more years.

After the King and Queen had fled Prague, Dr. Burgess, an English

clergyman, wrote,

The King and Queen of Bohemia do bear their
afflictions with such patience and piety
as have added to them more true honor than
a victory could have done, and makes me to
hope that God, in his time, will lift them
up again, to astonishment of their enemies,
and joy of his people.55

Count Solms1 words proved to beFrederick and Elizabeth did not rise up again.

prophetic, Europe was thrust into a war for thirty years, a war that would

Mary Anne Everett Green, Elizabeth, Electress Palatine and
Queen of Bohemia, p. 171.
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completely devastate Germany and drastically reduce the size of the

Frederick lost most of his hereditary domains as his motherPalatinate.

had feared; he had accepted a crown, only to lose his kingdom.



CHAPTER IV

HAGUE: QUEEN OF HEARTS

Finding a refuge for the King and Queen of Bohemia was not an easy task.

Fourteen days after leaving Prague, Elizabeth and Frederick arrived in Breslau

They had endured the first part of their journey withoutin Silesia.

complaint considering the condition in which they found themselves. Eli zabeth

was expecting another child within a month and traveled most often in a

carriage but when the road was too rough she was forced to ride pillion with a

"Heryoung English volunteer, Ralph Hopton, on his horse through the snow.

radiance, beauty and courage inspired the people who were with her and her

empty title of Queen of Bohemia soon gave way to a more appropriate and

»1permanent appellation - the Queen of Hearts.

It was decided that the couple should appeal to Frederick's brother-in-law,

the Elector of Brandenburg for refuge. George William of Brandenburg did not

eagerly welcome his guests. He was afraid of antagonizing the emperor. To

disuade the couple, he insisted that the castle of Ciistrin, about fifty miles

outside of Berlin, was unsuitable for the queen in her condition. He claimed

that it was rat infested, had no kitchen, no furniture, and was extremely cold.2

However, with nowhere else to go immediately, Elizabeth traveled on to the

castle to await the birth of her fifth child. On November 29, 1620 Elizabeth

wrote to her beloved aunt, the Duches de la Tremoille,

1 Jessica Gorst-Wi1liams, Elizabeth, The Winter Queen (London:
Abelard, 1977), p. 78.

2 Ibid_j_, p. 79.
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I comfort myself with one thought, that the war is
not over yet; and I hope that God has only done
this to test us, but I do not doubt that in the end
he will give us the best of it, for the love of his
church. ...I am spending the winter in this country,
where I feel I am in exile 3• • •

Elizabeth was optimistic about the future, firmly believing that God would lead

t hem to vi ctory. However, her years in exile would be long, and she would never

again know the glory of being a queen.

On January 6, 1621 Elizabeth gave birth to another healthy, dark son. He

was named Maurice, in honor of his paternal great-uncle, the Prince of Orange.

Frederick wrote to the King of England telling him of the birth and took the

opportunity to beg for assistance for his family. James was not willing to

commit England to the war, and insisted that Frederick renouce the Bohemian

throne. Frederick agreed to sign the document giving up his claim to

the Bohemian throne if his birthright in the Palatinate was restored to him.

However, the document proved worthless since his enemies already possessed both

the Upper and Lower Palatinate; Spain in the Lower, and Bavaria in the Upper.^
After the birth of Maurice it was necessary for the couple to find other

accomodations. It was thought that they might travel to England, but King James

refused to allow them into the country. He could not house the exiled king and

queen for many reasons; he was still trying to negotiate the marriage of Charles

with the Spanish princess, it would be too expensive to support all of their

children and entourage, and since Elizabeth was still greatly loved by the

3 L. M. Baker, The Letters of Elizabeth, Queen of Bohemia (London: Bodley
Head, 1953), p. 55.

4 Josephine Ross, The Winter Queen (New York: St. Martin's Press, 1979),
p. 85.
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English it was feared that she might cause dissension in the country.^

Although hurt, Elizabeth accepted her father's decision and did not attempt

to go to England.

Another solution was found to the problem of housing the exiled king and

The Prince of Orange invited them to go to The Hague. He would makequeen.

them a suitable residence and allow them use of the palace at Breda. The

St at es-General were sympathetic to Frederick and The Hague was located between

England and Germany.

Frederick left the castle of Ciistrin and traveled to The Hague.

The offer was immediately accepted and Elizabeth and

On April 9, 1621 they arrived at the Wassanser Hof, two large elegant

houses side by side, which would be the home of the king and queen. The rooms

were lavishly decorated for the new occupants, and the courtyard was restored

For the next forty years this was to be Elizabeth'sto its original beauty.

home.

The Hague was built in the shape of a cross with wide, beautiful streets

flanked by beautful well-kept houses. Each street was named after a

particular trade - Wine Harbor, Cheese Street, Glassblowers Canal. Only the

smallest houses in the most insignificant backstreets were thatched. The

roads and paths were extremely clean. Long streets of trees and gardens

The Hague, along with Leiden, was astretched throughout the village.

symbol of freedom of thought and scholarship and was one of the European

centers of Calvinism.

5 Ibid., p. 86.
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The revolt of the seven northern provinces of the Netherlands against the

Pope was linked with the revolt of the Netherlands against Spain,

of race, language, ways of making a living, and religion brought about a

division between the Roman Catholic Flemish in the southern provinces and the

Differences

Calvinistic Dutch in the northern provinces. In 1555-1556 Charles V, Holy

Roman Emperor, gave control of both Spain and the Netherlands to his son,

Philip II, who was Spanish by birth and education. In 1568 the Dutch began a

war of independence against Spain, then the most powerful nation in Europe.

The political turmoil between the Netherlands and Spain coincided with the

Protestant revolt against the Roman Catholic Church, which was the state

church of Spain. From 1540 the reformation in Holland was mainly Calvinistic.

By 1 560 the majority of Protestants were Calvinists, a minority were

Anabaptists led by Menno Simmons, and few remained Lutherans.® At a national

synod in Emden in 1571 it was decided that the church should adopt the

The Belgic Confession written inPresbyterian system of church government.

1561 by Guido de Bres, and the Heidelberg Catechism becamse the theological

standards of the Reformed Church in Holland. The University of Leiden became

a center for Calvinist theological study.7

and Philip II became inevitable since the Calvinists were told that it was

Conflict between the Calvinists

better to obey God than their prince; therefore, they had the right to revolt

whenever a prince persecuted the church of God or oppressed his people

provided that someone with legal authority took command. The Dutch nobility

hoped that Philip II would give permission for every person to worship in his

own way to prevent a revolution by the reformers.

® Earle E. Cairns, Christianity Through the Centuries (Grand Rapids,
Michigan: Zondervan, 1954), p. 349.

7 Ibid., p. 351.
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However, compromise was not possible and war erupted. The seven northern

provinces signed the Union of Utrecht in 1 579 and in 1581 officially rejected the

rule of Spain.

For Elizabeth, life at The Hague was too quiet. She had always enjoyed

The atmosphere of Holland was restrained, simpler

and more impersonal than Heidelberg, and less flamboyant than Prague.®

Although Elizabeth learned to adjust to life at The Hague, she still hoped

adventure and excitement.

that her father would send help and the war would be quickly over and she

could return to Heidelberg.

James was under considerable pressure from anti-Spanish groups and from

Elizabeth and Frederick to sever all relations with Spain. A London mob

staged anti-Spanish demonstrations and the Archbishop Abbott declared that the

prophecies of the Book of Revelation were being fulfilled in the destruction

of Catholicism. Angry cries were heard throughout London against the

Habsburgs, but others urged caution. England had virtually no army. The

naval fleet was in poor condition, and the treasury was empty. War would be

much too costly for England to pay.

was neither wise or feasible.^

James believed that a declaration of war

However, James had to deal with the problem of the fear of Catholicism.

Many demanded a Protestant crusade, a war against Catholic armies. James

continued to insist that the Palatinate could be saved by negotiation. He

promised that if mediation failed by the summer of 1621 that he would send

James sincerely and sensibly, in viewmoney and troops into the Palatinate.

8 Jessica Gorst-Wi 1 li ams, Elizabeth, the Winter Queen, p. 82.

9 S. J. Houston, James I (London: Lowe and Brydone Ltd., 1973), pp. 74-75.
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of his financial predicament, wanted a negotiated peace, but he also prepared

for war, hoping that the threat of English intervention would hasten the

negotiations JO
At the opening of Parliament on January 30, 1621 , King James gave a

startling speech in favor of defending the Palatinate. He declared that

"..ifpeace was his main objective, by either negotiations or by fighting.

by peaceful means he could not defend the Palatinate, he would spend his all,

"11his blood, the blood of his son, to restore it to its rightful owners.

He reported that an army of 30,000 men was necessary along with large sums of

The House of Commons would not vote the monies to be used for war,money.

especially since there was no money in the Treasury. James did not press the

For whatever reasons, Jamesissue, he was not that eager to enter the war.

did not or could not insist on the money or troops. He promised to help and

withheld the aid at a crucial moment, advised negotiations for peace and held

Through all of this, Elizabeth remained an obedientsecret meetings.

daughter while watching the possibility of returning to the Palatinate

diminish every day.12
Frederick began the work of regaining his lost territories. News from

Bohemia was bad. Twenty-seven Bohemian leaders were tortured and executed in

the main square in Prague.^ Several heads adorned the great bridge across the

10 Ibid., p. 75.

H D. H. Willison, King James VI and I (London: Johnathon
Cape, 1956), p. 417.

12 Alice Bucan, A Stuart Portrait (London: Peter Davies, 1934), p. 82.

13 Jessica Gorst-Williams, Elizabeth, The Winter Queen, p. 83.
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river. Ferdinand showed no mercy. He had even removed the seal of the

Bohemian Protestants from the Letter of Majesty. Also, the Palatinate had

been seriously damaged by Spinola's troops. With all this bad news Frederick

became severely depressed. On August 8, 1621, Elizabeth wrote to the Marquis

of Buckingham to get assistance from her father and to express her concern

for her husband's depression.

My Lord, the King understanding that the Spaniard
hath refused to renew the truce in the Palatinate
hath written to his Majestie to entreat him for his
assistance: the countrie else will be all lost.
I must desire your help to his majestie in this
and beseech him for us not to let us loose all.
.the King is much troubled at the news more than

ever I saw him. I earnestile intreat you
therefore to get his Majestie to send him soe
effectual comfortable answere that may a little
ease his melancholie, for I confess it troubles me
to see him soe

• •

14
• • • •

In August Frederick joined the army of the Prince of Orange, who was at war

with Spain, as a volunteer. Frederick was going to fight to regain the Palatinate

himself. He felt abandoned and desperate. Writing to King James he says,

I shall be abandoned by everybody, and the rest of
I cannot

• • •

my territory given in prey to my enemies,
be astonished to be abandoned by those who had so
often promised me to defend the Palatinate, without
which promise, I should never have entered Bohemia.

I would hope that your majesty will shew the world
that you neither lack means nor good will to assist me.15
• • •

By the end of 1621 no end lay in sight for the return of the Palatinate.

Elizabeth and her struggle had attracted the admiration of numerous gallant

14 L. M. Baker, The Letters of Elizabeth, Queen of Bohemia, pp. 60-61.

15 Mary Anne Everett Green, Elizabeth, Electress Palatine and Queen of
Bohemia (London: Methuen and Co., 1855), p. 181.
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young men in England and throughout Europe,

to live and die in her service.16

Many of them were taking an oath

One gentleman in particular was her

"For God and fortwenty-two year old cousin Prince Christian of Brunswick.

"God's friend and the priest's foe", washer", was written on his banners.

on the dollars he had coined. He wore her glove in his helmet and devoted

his life her cause.17 He wrote to her from the battlefield speaking of his

devotion to her,

Courage will never fail me to die in your
majesty's service, for I esteem your favor a
hundred times dearer than life
gives me life I shall serve you faithfully and
give all I have in the world for you - your most
humble, most constant, most faithful, most
affectionate and most obedient slave, who loves
you, and will love you, infinitely and incessantly
to de at h. 18

• • • •

As long as God• • •

Frederick had other allies, besides his wife's admirers. George

Frederick, Margrave of Baden-Durlach, a religious Calvinist and German

He raised an army of eleven thousand troops to fight for thepatri ot.

restoration of the Palatinate. Frederick also received military assistance

from Ernest, Count of Mansfield. Frederick had over forty thousand men with

In March, 1622 Frederick left The Hague andwhich to fight the Spanish,

traveled to join his forces in the Palatinate.19
When Frederick first appeared in the Palatinate crowds of people warmly

Josephine Ross, The Winter Queen, p. 90.

17 Carola Oman, Elizabeth of Bohemia (London:
1938), p. 264

18 Ibid., p. 265

19 Josephine Ross, The Winter Queen, p. 91

Hodder and Stoughton,
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welcomed him. He brought with him new hope for victory. Frederick entered

Heidelberg after he and Mansfield had been able to divert the enemy away from

The Protestant princes' army had an advantage in numbers, but thethe city.

leaders could not agree on the best attack to defeat the enemy; the Margrave

of Baden-Durlach wanted to attack immediately before the enemy could regroup,

Mansfield wished to wait and re-establish his own troops. Baden went ahead

But, Frederick'sand began attacking and was totally defeated at Wimfen.

With these vi ctori es ,troops took Ladenburg and stopped a siege at Hagenau.

the Emperor requested a truce, but Frederick was advised not to accept the

truce until he had restored all of his hereditary territories. Mansfield and

Frederick continued to fight throughout the country bringing much destruction

and death to his own people. They took as a prisoner the Landgrave of Hesse

Darmstadt, a strong supporter to the Emperor, and released him only when he

agreed to acknowledge the Palatine as King of Bohemia. Because of the

pillaging of the country and high demands Frederick alienated many of the

Princes of Germany from his cause.20
Frederick had left Elizabeth when she was once again pregnant. Two

weeks after his departure, on April 8, 1622 his sixth child was. born, a girl

named Louise Hollandine, after her grandmother and her parents' host country,

Holland.

Frederick's good fortune in the battlefield did not last for long. He

was forced to leave his army because of lack of money to support them. King

20 Mary Anne Everett Green, Elizabeth, Electress Palatine and Queen of
Bohemia, pp. 200-201 .
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James ordered Frederick to leave the Palatinate and he obeyed. He went to

Sedan where he had been educated by the Duke de Bouillon. From here he wrote

a loving letter to Elizabeth,

Believe, my dear heart, that I often wish myself with you.
I have already told you what keeps me from you: might it
please God to grant us some little corner of the world in
which we could live happily together, it would be all the
happiness that I could wish for myself. But me abode at
the Hague does not suit me at all.21

His debts were mounting andFrederick was growing more despondent every day.

his army was standing still while Mansfield's army was meeting disaster.

At the Hague they were in constant anxiety, the sound of cannon fire

reached their ears, and several friends of the Queen were killed by gun fire.

Then, on September 11th the town of Heidelberg surrendered to Tilly, and a

few days later the castle was also in the hands of the enemy. The soldiers

were allowed to march out of the town but they were not allowed to remove

anything from the castle. Tilly committed many cruelties upon the

inhabitants of Heidelberg, causing Frederick to become even more depressed.

And, through all of this misfortune, James still refused to send any

assistance.

James was growing tired of the entire event, especially of Frederick.

His only good point was that he balanced out the Spanish marriage James still

hoped to make for his son. The marriage would solve everything. James had

become obsessed with the idea of Charles united with the sixteen year old

He felt that the marriage would bring peace insister of Philip IV of Spain.

21 Ibid., p. 205
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James was further encouraged by Gondomar, the Spanish Ambassador,Europe.

that neutrality in the war would assure the Palatinate for his grandchildren.

Gondomar also assured James that the Infanta would have a dowry large enough

to pay James' debts.22

through a marriage settlement with Spain.

James was more determined than ever to restore peace

He began negotiations once again

for the marriage, hoping that the Infanta would bring not only a large sum of

money but also the Palatinate which he could restore to Frederick. However,

the Palatinate was not in the hands of the King of Spain, but in the hands of

the Duke of Bavaria.

Prince Charles, disguised, left for Spain to catch a glimpse of his

He did not accomplish anything while he was there other thanfuture bride.

to embarrass himself and his father; he was caught hiding in the Palace

garden, some of his attendants fought with Catholic priests, and one aid

accidentally set fire to the palace. After five months in Madrid, Charles

He had been prepared to accept all theleft without a treaty or the Infanta.

Spanish demands, but could not persuade Spain to attempt to get the

Palatinate restored to Frederick.23

Charles returned to England and the people eagerly greeted him, relieved

that he would not be marrying the Spanish Infanta. Instead, he was

immediately betrothed to a French princess, Henrietta Maria, sister of the

French king in order to secure an Anglo-French alliance against the

Habsburgs. The English Parliament voted some monies for the defense of

22 Jessica Gorst-WiHiams, Elizabeth, The Winter Queen, p. 89.

23 David L. Farmer, Britain and the Stuarts (New York:
Press, 1966), p. 64.

Humanities
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England and the preparation of the navy, fearful that without the Spanish

alliance England would certainly be dragged into the war.

On August 21 , 1623 Elizabeth gave birth to yet another baby boy. He was

named Louis, as a compliment to the King of France. The child was very

delicate and sickly and became the first of Elizabeth's children to die in

infancy.

By June of 1624 Elizabeth was convinced that she would soon be returning

to Heidelberg. England, France and the United Provinces had signed a treaty

of friendship. Sweden and Denmark agreed to join the struggle, along with

the Elector of Brandenburg who ceased his neutrality and joined the United

But, King James' preparations for war against Spain were movingProvinces.

Gangs collected 12,000 "volunteers" from the streets of Londonvery slowly.

who were sent to Holland, but few of them landed. Cramped quarters, rotten

food and foul water killed over half of them. When the survivors finally

went ashore to save the town of Breda they were too late, the town was

already in the hands of the Spanish^
On October 6, 1624 Elizabeth gave birth to another son, Edward. The

happiness of his birth was marred a few months later on Christmas Day when

The conflict of life andPrince Louis died of apparent teething troubles.

death was to become more familiar to Elizabeth in the future years. Not long

after the death of Prince Louis, Elizabeth learned of the death of her

beloved father, James.

24 Jessica Gorst-WiHiams, Elizabeth, The Winter Queen, p. 96.
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The death of King James on March 27, 1625 came as a complete surprise to

Elizabeth as well as to the rest of Europe. She was sad to think that they

had not understood one another better and that although he had never

enthusiastically assisted in her husband's cause, he had always been a kind

The news of her father's death was overshadowed by the relieffather to her.

and pleasure she felt in that Prince Charles would now be king. She had all

the confidence in the world that her dear brother would think only of helping

the cause of the Palatinate and that now real aid would come from England.

She wrote to Lord Conway on April 11, 1625,

My Lord, the King and I send this bearer Nethersole to
the King, my deare Brother, to lett him know our greef
for our general loss, and to wish him a happy and prosperous
reigne. You may easlie judge what an affliction it was
to me to understand the eui 11 newes of the loss of so

loving a father as his late Matie was to me, it would
much more but that God hath left me so deare and loving
a Brother as the King is to me, in whome next God I
have now all my confidence, ^5• • •

King Charles ascended the English throne with anticipations of helping

his dear sister and brother-i n-law. England continued to make war

preparations and when the Spanish asked why, Charles responded by saying that

the Queen of Bohemia now had a king for a brother.26 But King Charles had

inherited the same problems that his father had struggled with, espcially the

empty treasury. Once again Elizabeth would be disappointed. Charles had to

realize that the power of England lay not in the Crown, but in the

He must negotiate with Parliament before he could help ElizabethPari i ament.

As 1625 came to a close it was apparent thatwith either money or troops.

25 L. M. Baker, The Letters of Elizabeth Stuart, p. 70.

26 Josephine Ross, The Wi nter Queen, p. 98
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help from England would not come quickly. There were failed military

campaigns and massive human misery throughout the Palatinate.

1626 was another disappointing year. Although it began with the

occupation of Lower Saxony by King Christian IV of Denmark the remaining

battles brought disaster. In June, Duke Christian of Denmark, her admirer

and Frederick's comrade-in-arms, died after suffering for fourteen days with

a fever. Elizabeth had relied on the optimism of Christian for her hope, and

With a feeling of despair, Elizabeth turned all of hernow he was gone.

hopes on her husband, Frederick, to gain back the Palatinate.

In the meantime, Emperor Ferdinand had gained a new ally, Albert von

Wallenstein, a soldier of fortune and a Catholic convert. Ferdinand had been

forced to sell much of the confiscated land in Bohemia and Wallenstein had

bought much of it until he owned half of the Czech lands. He wanted power

These troops forced Mansfield to retreatand offered troops to the Emperor.

With a handful of men, Mansfield turned to Venice, however, heeastwards.

Although he had many faults as a militarydied in November outside Sarajevo.

leader, he had served the Protestant cause well, and Elizabeth and Frederick

felt his death as a terrible blow to their chances for victory.27
As Elizabeth entered her thirties she continued to regularly bear

During the summer of 1626 Elizabeth gave birth to her ninth child,children.

She was named Henrietta Marie in honor of the new Queen ofa daughter.

England. The child was very sickly and was hastily christened. In

September, 1627 Elizabeth gave birth to her tenth child, a son.

strong and healthy and was named Philip.

He was

27 Jessica Gorst-Wi 1 liams, Elizabeth, The Winter Queen, p. 101.
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After the birth of these two children Elizabeth had to deal with another

bout of depression by Frederick. Many refugees from Bohemia arrived at The

Hague and told Frederick of tortue and exile going on throughout Bohemia.

Ferdinand had made his son the hereditary King of Bohemia, had abolished

Protestantism, and was destroying the Czech culture by burning sixty thousand

books and introducing the German language into the country.28 At the age of

thirty, Frederick appeared to be an old man. He was broken-hearted and not

even his children admired him any longer. Elizabeth continued to be

optimistic around him, encouraging him, and letting him know that she still

loved him.

During the summer of 1628 Elizabeth and Frederick went to Rhenen to

It was here that they learned of the death of the Duke of Buckinghamrest.

The Duke of Buckingham was not a devoted friend to Elizabeth andin England.

Frederick. In 1625 he had paid a visit to The Hague to attempt to arrange a

marriage between his daughter and their heir, Frederick Henry. Buckingham was

King Charles' influential confidant, and Elizabeth realized that she must

remain on friendly terms with him, but she refused to marry her heir to the

daughter of such an unpopular man. It was widely believed that Buckingham

had influenced James I in his decision to keep aid from the Palatinate,

and he was now Charles's advisor and no one was sure if he would advise

Charles to help the Palatinate. Although Elizabeth sent a letter of

condolence, she was relieved that Buckingham would no longer be an influence

upon her brother and that now Charles might better understand her situation.

28 Ibid., p. 104.
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As the year 1628 came to a close, happy news at last arrived,

that had been accumulated over many years could finally be paid.

The debts

When Prince

Maurice of Orange had died in 1623 he had left them much money but they did

not receive it until 1628 when the West India Company sent a fleet with the

"prize" to the Zuider Zee. Frederick and Frederick Henry went to the port to

On January 7, 1629 they left Elizabeth, who had justsee it for themselves.

given birth to her eleventh child, Charlotte, and left for Amsterdam. Thei r

boat was full of sightseers and was not the type of vessel that royalty

normally traveled in, but Frederick thought it was good for his son to get

prepared for his future as a soldier. Just outside of Amsterdam a heavy fog

surrounded the boat and a larger boat crashed into their vessel. Most of

the people could not be rescued from the icy waters. The sailors were able

to immediately rescue the King of Bohemia, but not his son. The next morning

his frozen body was found clinging to the mast of the wrecked boat.29
Frederick was too grief stricken to tell Elizabeth himself and so he

The news almost killed Elizabeth, yet she was ablesent a messenger to her.

to console the distraught Frederick. Although grief-stricken, Elizabeth

immediately had to turn her attention to Frederick who was seriously ill with

grief. She tried to keep him at Rhenen with her, but he insisted on joining

Everyone knew that he was not mentally orthe army of the Prince of Orange.

physically well enough for battle.

In May, 1630 all hope of Elizabeth or her children claiming the throne

King Charles and his French wife had a healthyof England was destroyed.

son, named Charles. At The Hague Elizabeth gave a banquet in honor of her

29 Josephine Ross, The Wi nter Queen, p. 102.
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By October, 1630 Elizabeth gave birth to her twelfth child and fifthnephew.

This last daughter was to be the mother of a King ofdaughter, named Sophia.

England and found a lasting dynasty.

Tragedy was once again to come to Elizabeth. On January 23, 1631, after

a long sickness, the infant Charlotte died. The infant was buried next to

Frederick Henry in the Clister Church at The Hague. Enduring such grief was

becoming too familiar to Elizabeth.

There was little cause for optimism on the battlefield. Frederick was

doing little but causing trouble in the army. He was acting foolishly on the

He could not erase from his mindbattlefield and mistreating the soldiers.

the constant lines of half-starved, homeless, injured and ragged men, women

and children who passed by the military camps every day as they retreated

from the Palatinate. The Protestant cause was at its lowest point.

Under Wallenstein, theFerdinand was taking full advantage of the situation.

Danes had been defeated, North Germany was dominated, and the army was

pushing to the Baltic Sea. His only defeat came against the Hanse port of

Stralsund by a Swedish force. With victory in sight, Ferdinand issued an

Edict of Restitution which returned secularized land to the Catholic Church.

The North German princes were forced to fight for their territorial rights of

the Treaty of Augsburg. They revolted and forced Ferdinand to dismiss

Wallenstein as a military leader and to abolish his edict.30

During 1630 a new champion of the Protestant cause emerged,

former suitor of Elizabeth's, the King of Sweden, Gustavus Adolphus.

He was a

Jessica Gorst-WiHiams, Elizabeth, The Winter Queen, pp. 109-110.
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Adolphus had a well disciplined army and was trained in warfare. At

Magdeburg, Tilly sacked and burned the town before Adolphus even arrived to

defend it, but he would not be so slow again. The Protestants won at the

battle of Breitenfeld and proceeded to free the Palatines and to restore

In 1632 Tilly was mortally wounded and the Swedish army wasProtestantism.

able to go deeply into Catholic territory, as far as Augsburg and Munich.

The elector of Brandenburg was able to march into Prague without firing a

However, in the victorious battle of Lutzen, in November 1632,shot.

Gustavus Adolphus was killed in battle, but the stimulus of victory was not

1 ost.31

On January 2, 1632 Elizabeth had given birth to her thirteenth and final

child. It was another son. He was named Gustavus Adolphus after the Swedish

hero.

After the birth of this child, Frederick left The Hague to go to the

Palatinate, much of which had been freed by Gustavus Adolphus. Frederick was

joyfully greeted and it appeared that there was no reason for hope for

But, the tragedy of the death of the King ofreturning to Heidelberg soon.

Sweden once again put Frederick in a deep depression. It seemed that he no

longer had a will to live, he saw the death of the Adolphus as the death of

On November 19, 1632 Frederick, Elector Palatine andthe impetus of the war.

King of Bohemia died.

On Saturday, November 16th, Dr. Peter Spina, chief physician, had been

Frederick was delirious and had beensummoned to attend the King of Bohemia.

31 Cicily V. Wedgwood, The Thirty Years War (New York: Doubleday &
Company, Inc., 1961), pp. 317-318.
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exposed to the plague. He complained about a swelling in his neck but said

that he had no fever and therefore did not have the plague. Dr. Spina found

three tumors in his body, but allowed Frederick to continue military

operations. Frederick had been conscious until the end and had even sent a

message to his children on the morning of his death. He urged them to remain

true to the Protestant faith and to obey their mother. He expressed his

confidence that Elizabeth and his children would be taken care of by the

States-General, the Prince of Orange and the King of England.32
It was widely believed that Elizabeth could not and would not live

Rumors spread that she had died upon hearing the news.without Frederick.

She was immensly grief-stricken and even remarked that it was the first time

in her life that she was truly frightened. She remained in her bed chamber,

hung with black cloth, in a motionless trance. Finally, on December 14th she

wrote to her brother,

My dearest only brother, I know not how I can sufficiently
express my most humble thanks for the two most affectionate
letters which I received at the same time from you
found me the most wretched creature that ever lived in this
world, and this I shall ever be, having lost the best friend
that I ever had, in whom was all my delight; having fixed my
affections so entirely upon him, that I should have longed to
be where he is, were it not that his children would thus have
been utterly destitute.33

They• • •

Charles immediately invited his sister to return to England and preparations

But, she declined the invitation because her homewere made for her arrival.

She did not want the people of the Palatinate towas Heidelberg, not London,

think that she had abandoned them before their struggle was completed.

32 Carola Oman, Elizabeth of Bohemia, p. 325.

33 l. M. Baker, The Letters of Elizabeth, p. 86.
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She decided to fight for the rights of her son Charles Louis and to insure

his hereditary lands in the Palatinate. Charles Louis had always been

Elizabeth's favorite and he immediately assumed the title of Elector

Palatine, although he was not recognized by Spain or the Emperor.

The following three years did not bring any success in retrieving the

Palatinate. King Charles still wanted to recover the Palatinate by peaceful

means while Elizabeth believed that they would have to fight to regain the

territory. The troops were being forced to evacuate the fortresses they had

won under the leadership of Gustavus Adolphus, since they had neither the

money or fresh troops to defend them.

Elizabeth sent Sir Francis Nethersole to England to plead with her

brother for assistance. It was a very bad mistake. Nethersole was loyal to

Elizabeth but he did not help her cause. He disliked King Charles and he did

He let Charles know that he had mistreatednot try to be friendly to him.

his sister and that he had actually hurt the Palatine cause. Charles ordered

him arrested, but he escaped, although he eventually gave himself up and was

taken to the Tower. Elizabeth was furious. She realized that Nethersole had

allowed many of her letters to be found and read before the Council. In many

of them she had stated that if she did receive help from England she would go

However, Elizabeth did remain loyal toto France and get some help.

Nethersole but a rift developed between herself and her brother that would

never be repaired.34
turn to France and through fear, not love, he attempted to get aid for her.

At the age of twenty, in 1636, Charles Louis visited England and

King Charles believed that Elizabeth might actually

34 Jessica Gorst-Wi 1 liams, Elizabeth, The Winter Queen, pp. 128-129.
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attempted to get military assistance from King Charles. His brother, Rupert,

accompanied him, but the two did not accomplish anything. Whi le they were in

England the Emperor Ferdinand II died. His son, the King of Hungary, became

Emperor Ferdinand, III, but Elizabeth refused to recognize his title since

the Elector Charles had not participated in the election. Elizabeth decided

that Charles Louis should raise an army of his own. France and Sweden were

now committed to the Protestant cause and she believed that the war could be

won even if England did not send any financial aid.

The war did not go as smoothly as Elizabeth had hoped. The army of the

Elector Palatine was defeated at Lemgo and Prince Rupert was taken prisoner.

Elizabeth was especially concerned about Rupert because he was believed to

have shown interest in Catholicism when he was in England and she feared that

his captors would take advantage of this and place Rupert as the Roman

Catholic candidate for Charles Louis' lands and titles. This was not

Elizabeth's only concern at the time. It was being rumored that her brother,

Charles I, was secretly holding negotiations with either Spain or the

There was further reason to suspect that Charles would not beEmperor.

sending any help, Scotland had rebelled and Charles was having to deal with

that problem.

By 1642 Elizabeth's troubles increased even further. Her fortune was

steadily decreasing and there was no means of getting any more money. Debts

continued to mount as her large family needed more and more money for living

expenses as well as educating each of her remaining children. Prince Rupert

was finally released and was sent to England, accompanied by his brother,

Maurice, to help put down the rebellion in Ireland and eventually to assist
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in the coming struggle between King Charles and Parliament. Elector Charles

Louis felt that Rupert should be assisting Parliament and encouraged

Elizabeth remain at least neutral instead of helping Charles, so that

Parliament would not do away with her pension on which they all were living.

The inevitable war in England between the king and Parliament ended in

total disaster for King Charles. With the death of Charles, Elizabeth became

involved in the struggle to restore his son, Charles II, to the throne.

Elizabeth's struggle to regain the Palatinate continued. France had

entered the war under the leadership of Cardinal Richelieu and two hundred

thousand soldiers. French strategy and policy were well defined and her

But, even these were not enough to bring a quickresources were enormous.

close to the fighting. French efforts were slowed down in the Low Countries

and in Italy and eventually France had to rely on allies. Military activity

had slowed down inside Germany but the armies were not disbanded and

continued to live off the land and fight occasionally. The Swedish forces

continued to bring some defeats to the imperial troops at Wittstock and

Breusach in 1636. Peace negotiations had been started in 1644 and were

encouraged by the exaustion of the troops in all the armies.

Westphalia was finally signed by Ferdinand on October 24, 1648.35
The Peace of Westphalia readjusted the political and religious affairs

The Peace of

By the terms of the treaty, the sovereignty and indpendence ofof Europe.

the different states of the Holy Roman Empire were fully recognized, making

the Holy Roman emperor virtually powerless. France, at the expense of the

35 Cicily V. Wedgwood, The Thirty Years War, p. 481.
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Austrian Habsburgs, emerged as the chief power on the Continent. Sweden

gained control of the Baltic Sea. Both Sweden and France were given the

right to vote in the diet of the Holy Roman Empire. All religious

persecution in Germany was prohibited. The treaty states:

Article 5: from paragraphs 1 and 30
The Religious Peace of 1555, as it was later confirmed
by various Imperial diets, shall, in all its articles
entered into and concluded by the unanimous consent of the
Emperor, Electors, Princes and Estates of both religions,
be confirmed and observed fully and without infringement
In all matters there shall be an exact and mutual equality
between all the Electors, Princes, and states of either
religion, as far as agrees with constitution of the realm,
the Imperial decrees, and the present treaty; so that what
is right for one side shall also be right for the other; all
violence and other contrary proceedings being herewith
between the two sides for ever prohibited
Whereas all immediate states enjoy, together with their

territorial rights and sovereignty as hitherto used
throughout the Empire, also the right of reforming the
practice of religion; and whereas in the Religious Peace the
privilege of emigration was conceded to the subjects of such
states if they dissented from the religion of their
territorial lord; and whereas later, for the better
preserving of greater concord among the states, it was
agreed that no one should seduce another's subjects to his
religion, or for that reason make any undertaking of defence
or protection, or come to their aid for any reason; it is
now agreed that all these be fully observed by the states of
either religion, and that no state shall be hindered in the
rights in manners of religion, which belong to it by reason
of its territorial independence and sovereignty.

• • •

• • • •

• • • •

Article 7: from paragraphs 1 and 2
It is agreed by the unanimous consent of His Imperial
Majesty and all the Estates of the Empire that whatever
rights and benefits are conferred upon the states and
subjects attached to the Catholic and Augsburg (Lutheran)
faiths, either by the constitutions of the Empire, or by the
Religious Peace and this public treaty
to those who are called reformed (Calvinists)
religion mentioned above, none shall be received or
tolerated in the Holy Empire. 36

shal1 also apply
Beyond the

• • •

• • • •

36 Gerhard Benecke, ed. Germany in the Thirty Years' War (London:
Edward Arnold, 1978), pp. 17-18.
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Elizabeth had hoped to go with Charles Louis to Heidelberg. But, although

he was her favorite child, the feeling was not mutual. The Elector was a

self-centered .and insincere young man and was unwilling to make satisfactory

arrangements for his mother or to provide the financial support that she felt

Therefore, she remained at The Hague and Charles Louisdeemed her position.

went to Heidelberg with his youngest sister, Sophia. Elizabeth continued to

correspond with Charles Louis regularly, informing him of events at The Hague

as well as news from England and Scotland-» On August 1 , 1650 she wrote,

I ask nothing but what is my dew, I do pretend nothing
of fauour, being sure not to haue it, but mine oune
experience, though my contience guies me assurance
I have desarued well, which is all the comfort I haue left
i n that ki nde.

• • •

The King is vsed uith as much respect in Scotland as if he
were in England,
parliament, they say, all shall be well again. The king
has called it for the 15/25 of this month at Stirling,
when he shall be crouned, if the coming of Cromwell and
the readiness of the armie doe not hasten the coronation
sooner.

but at the sitting of this next• • • 9

37

Charles Louis was still not sympathetic to the unfortunate King Charles,

although his two brothers, Rupert and Maurice were serving the king at sea,

in command of the ships which had mutinied from the Parliamentary navy.

Elizabeth continued to grow disappointed in Charles Louis, scolding him for

not even writing to her to tell her of the birth of his son.

37 l. M. Baker, The Letters of Elizabeth, pp. 175-176.
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Sonne, yesterday was seuenight I had from my Lord Craven
the birth of your sonne, and was a little surprised you
did not write it to me,
your boy
onlie all the Kings partie are receaued into the parliament
there and by this time he is readie to march. I beleeve
your Brothers are now at sea uith a better equipage than they
haue had heere before.38

I wish you all hapiness with
I can tell you little news from Scotlande

• • • J

• • • •

Elizabeth continued to watch the events which unfolded around her. She

grew fearful of an alliance between the English Commonwealth and the Dutch

goverment, which could not be helpful to Elizabeth's family. Her financial

situation continued to worsen, she was forced to sell many of her remaining

jewels. She pleaded with the English republican government to pay her pension

and was eventually forced to ask the Dutch States to speak to them on her

The one enjoyment she had was that the exiled Charles II was a specialbehalf.

friend to her and she continued to be optimistic that he would regain his

t hrone.

In 1660 King Charles returned to England as King. Elizabeth had seen the

restoration of her house, the return of the kingdom, the power and the glory.

She had to decide where to spend the remaining years of her life. Her children

were grown, she did not want to go to Heidelberg where she was not wanted and

There was only one placethere was no reason for her to remain at the Hague.

for her to go, home to England. She had spent forty long years at the Hague.

For the first time since her marriage in 1613 she would see London. Her life

had encompassed so much in those years; she had become a queen, an exiled

queen, and now she would be returning as Queen of Hearts.
i

38 Ibid., p. 184..



Chapter V

LONDON: The Death of a Queen

Elizabeth's children were perhaps one of the most remarkable facets of her

life. Most of the time they were brought up away from Elizabeth and it was

believed that she was more interested in her monkeys and dogs than her children.

All of them were exceptional in some way and four of them were considered

geniuses. Her sons were her greatest disappointments. Charles Louis was

perhaps the least remarkable of all of them. He was not particularly good at

anything except for being self-centered and making cruel remarks. Rupert and

Maurice were soldiers and had spent much of their time in England. Rupert had

lost his command because of surrendering to the Pari i amentary army, but gained

the command of a fleet that was to bombard Ireland under Charles II. Mauri ce

mysteriously disppeared with the wreckage of his ship in a storm. Edward, in

1645, had secretly married a French princess, Anne of Gonzaga, by whom he was

This defection of Edward's severely angeredconverted to Catholicism.

A year later, Philip, also caused her great embarrassment.El i zabeth. He was

involved in a scandal which forced him to leave the country. A Frenchman, de

l'Epinay, was murdered while visiting The Hague. He had died during a street

brawl in which Philip was involved. Philip claimed that de l'Epinay had spoken

unkindly of Princess Louise Hollandina and that he fought for his sisters honor,

but this defence did not warrant the man's death. He left Holland and four

1
years later was killed at the battle of Rethel, fighting for the French.

Elizabeth's daughters were more remarkable than her sons. In her

1 Alice Bucan, A Stuart Portrait (London: Peter Davies, 1934), p. 109.
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memoirs, Sophia wrote this about her three elder sisters,

My sister, who was called Madame Elizabeth, had black hair,
a dazzling complexion, brown sparkling eyes, a well-shaped
forehead, beautiful cherry lips, and a sharp aquiline nose
which was rather apt to turn red. At such times she hid
herself away from the world
science under the sun, and corresponded regularly with
Descartes... Princess Louise was not so handsome, but had,
in my opinion, a more amiable disposition. She devoted
herself to painting and so strong was her talent for it
that she could take likenesses without seeing the originals.
While painting others she neglected herself sadly. One would
have said that her clothes had been thrown on her
sister Henrietta bore no resemblance to the other two. She
had flaxen hair, a complexion without exaggeration of lilies
and roses, and a nose which, although well-shaped, was able to
resist the cold. She had soft eyes, black well-arched eyebrows,
an admirable contour of face and forehead, a pretty mouth, and
hands and arms as perfect as if they had been turned on a lathe...
her talents, by which I chiefly profited, lay in the direction of
needlework and preserve making.^

She knew every language and• • •

My• • •

Sophia was considered plain, but had a reputation for sharp speeches and a

clever mimic. Elizabeth had spent many of her years at The Hague with her

mother and her study of religious philosophy had led her to the conclusion

She eventually went to thethat she was best suited for convent life.

Abessship of the Convent of Herford where she remained for the rest of her

life. Louise-Hollandine was a flirt and was seldom taken seriously by

As the years passed she had fits of depression and she remained inanyone.

seclusion, painting. In December, 1657, the servants found her room empty

She eventually arrivedand she was not seen or heard from for a long time.

in France and went to the convent of Chaillot near Paris. She had attended

mass with her aunt, the widowed Queen Henrietta-Marie of England, and was

impressed, and she eventually joined the Abbey of Maubuisson. In 1651

2 Ibid. , pp. 94-95.
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Henrietta had married Sigisrnund Ragoczy, Prince of Transylvania. Although it

was considered a poor match, Henrietta seemed happy. Unfortunately, she died

six months after the marriage.

Sophia would outlive all of them and become the mother of a king of

England. Sophia had made her home almost entirely at the court of Heidelberg.

She had suffered an attack of smallpox and was deeply concerned that her

chances for a good marriage had been ruined because of her looks. As a young

girl at The Hague Sophia had met Duke Ernest-Augustus of Brunswick-Luneburg, a

talented and eligible bachelor. They corresponded for many years and finally

he traveled to Heidelberg to pay his respects to Elector Charles Louis and to

see Sophia. However, what he had in mind was a match between Sophia and his

brother, the Elector George-Wi 11 iam. The Elector George-Wi 11 i am immediately

went to Heidelberg himself and proposed marriage to Sophia, who accepted.

However, George-Wi11iam began to hesitate and broke the engagement,

was totally humiliated.

Ernest-Augustus should marry her, and they were married in October 1658.3

Sophia

George-Wi 11 i am immediately suggested that his brother

It

is not known exactly how Sophia felt about all of this, except that she wrote

to Charles Louis saying that her life was all roses and that she idolized her

Sophia visited her mother in 1659, having realized how important herhusband.

mother was to her.

3 Ibid., pp. 125-126.
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Elizabeth waited for an official invitation from England, but it never

The coronation of Charles II took place without the presence ofcame.

Elizabeth. She was hurt at not being invited but she felt that she would

travel to England anyway. She wrote to the Duke of Ormond in May, 1661,

My Lord, No I hear that the coronation is so happily
passed; I have no more patience to stay here, but am
resolved to go myself to congratulate that happy
action. I would not do it before, not to give the
king too much trouble at once, except he had commanded
me to go, and now I assure you I shall give very little
trouble, for I bring with me not above 26 or 27 persons.
I go with a resolution to put myself wholly into his
hands,
nobody.

and obey him in all things, and trouble him for

She believed that as long as she was not a burden then Charles II would have

no objection to her presence. Invited or not, she was at last returning to

London.

The Queen was in good health and mind for a woman of her age, sixty-four

years old. Before her departure she changed her will. She had planned on

leaving her few possession to the Elector Charles Louis, but her

disappointment in him removed him from her will. Instead, she named Rupert

as the main beneficiary of her possession, and left her few jewels to be

divided among her other children.

Elizabeth prepared to leave Holland. She packed her belongings,

received a coach from the French ambassador, and exchanged many farewells.

4 L. M. Baker, The Letters of Elizabeth, Queen of Bohemia (London:
The Bodley Head, 1953), p. 344.
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But, the King of England sent her word that she would have to wait for an

official invitation as there were too many preparations that must be made

before her arrival. Elizabeth was both humiliated and embarrassed. She wrote

to Prince Rupert and told him she was ready to leave for England and that she

would only be staying for a short time. She would go to England as planned.

Elizabeth returned to England almost unnoticed. She traveled up the

Thames at night and did not receive any kind of a royal welcome. She was not

offered residence at Whitehall with the king, but Lord Craven offered her

lodging at his house in Drury Lane. Although King Charles II had not

welcomed Elizabeth to London he did act as her escort in public. They went

to numerous banquets and plays together.

Elizabeth eventually decided to remain in London. She sent for her

furniture and remaining belongings from The Hague. When the belongings were

due to arrive, Elizabeth learned that Charles Louis had refused to allow them

to be moved for fear that she was taking something that rightfully belonged

to himself. Elizabeth was furious and publicly criticized her son. The

situation was never fully resolved.

Choosing not to become a burden to Lord Craven, Elizabeth moved to

Leicester House in Leicester Fields. On January 10 she wrote to Charles

Louis telling him that she had recently been quite ill.

I could not give you thankes for your letter last week,
because I was forced or persuaded by my two doctors
Pridian and Fraiser to take phisick, to be quite ridd
of my col de, which I believe you dout not but I did very
unwillingly, and it made me as sick as a dogg, but I
think it did me good, yet my owne phisick did me most
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good, which was letting of blood, for now I am very well,
it is so hott weather heere as I have felt it colder in
May. 5
On February 10 she suffered a hemmorage in her lungs and Charles II and

the Duke of York were summoned to her bedside. She took communion, according

to the Church of England, and was prepared for death. Of all her sons and

daughters, only Rupert was with his mother during her final hours. El i zabeth

died on February 13, 1662, only a few hours from the forty-eighth anniversary

Four days later her funeral took place in Westminsterof her wedding day.

Neither King Charles nor the Duke of York attended the ceremony andAbbey.

she was not deeply mourned at court. However, the ceremony was elaborate and

befitting a Stuart princess. The procession slowly passed down the Thames to

Westminster Abbey where she was carried into the Henry VII Chapel and laid to

rest next to her beloved brother Henry,

erupted in London with hail and thunder and lightening,

ending to Elizabeth's life.® On February 17th John Evelyn wrote in his diary,

During the ceremony a terrible storm

It was a dramatic

"This night was buried in Westminster Abbey, the Queene of Bohemia, after all

"7 The following inscription was placed onher sorrows and afflicitions • • •

her coffin:

The remains of the most serene and powerful Princess
Elizabeth, Queen of Bohemia, relict of Frederic, by
the grace of God King of Bohemia, archsewer and prince
elector of the Holy Roman Empire, and only daughter of
James, sister of Charles I, and aunt of Charles, the
second of that name, kings of Great Britain, France,
and Ireland, who most piously fell asleep in the Lord,

5 Ibid., p. 351.

6 Josephine Ross, The Winter Queen (New York:
1979), pp. 156-157.

7 Carola Oman, Elizabeth of Bohemia (London:
1938), p. 456.

St. Martin's Press,

Hodder and Stoughton,
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on the 13th day of February, in the mansion of the
Earl of Leicester, in the year of Christ, 1661, in the
sixty-sixth of her age.8
"The woman whom the Winter King had called his 'soul's star' was in

eclipse at the end of her life, yet a glory which no one could have forseen

was to be hers."9 Her direct descendants, from her grandson onwards, were to

wear the crown of England to the present day.

Elizabeth Stuart had been born when Elizabeth I was on the throne of

England, she had lived through the Thirty Years' War and the English Civil

War, she had learned of the execution of her brother King Charles I and had

seen the restoration of her nephew King Charles II. She had once been the

most sought after princess in Europe but had lived for fifty years in exile.

She was the Hope of the Protestant Cause and was destined for greatness, but

died a lonely forgotten woman.

There is no doubt that Elizabeth was influential and important to

Frederick. She gave him love and support when no one else believed in him

any longer and she was always optimistic about their future. Whether or not

she actually encouraged him to accept the Bohemian throne is unimportant.

What is important is that together they took a stand for Protestantism and

were willing to risk everything for what they believed. Although neither one

of them was devoutly religious, they realized their ominous responsibility to

Elizabeth did not have to convince Frederick of thedefend Protestantism.

importance of their cause, both of them had been influenced since childhood

They were the royal descendants of two nations which hadto defend their faith.

^ Mary Anne Everett Green, Elizabeth, Electress Palatine and Queen
of Bohemia (London: Methuen and Co., 1855), pp. 411-412.

9 Josephine Ross, The Winter Queen, p. 157.
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gone through much difficulty during their religious reforms and Elizabeth and

Frederick were not about to turn their backs on the struggle to further the

spread of Protestantism. They not only were willing to fight for

Protestantism but they also realized the political consequences of allowing

the Catholic Habsburgs to rule Bohemia. They feared the spread of Habsburg

power throughout much of Europe and knew that it must be stopped,

was able to sense the necessity of this dual purpose:

El i zabeth

religion and politics,

and was willing to abandon her homes and thrones, witness the deaths of some

of her soldier sons, live in exile and endure rejection and "poverty" to

fulfill her destiny in life - an English princess as the Hope of the

Protestant Cause.

Had Elizabeth been able to get financial and military aid from her

father the war may still have continued for thirty years. It is uncertain

historically if this aid would have actually benefitted the cause or would

have prolonged it even further. What is surprising is that James and then

Charles could not or would not get the help for Elizabeth. Although there is

no doubt that Parliament was the power base in England at the time, it is

also clear that neither of them held Elizabeth's struggle as their priority.

James was too concerned with marriage alliances and not offending Spain and

Charles became equally involved with saving his own kingdom. Elizabeth may

have failed to get the aid from them because they believed that she and

Frederick could regain the Palatinate and possibly the Bohemian throne

without any English support. It is hard to imagine that the English people

would not have readily given her the needed support she pleaded for, but her

father and her brother could not see past their own futures to assist her.

Although she bore thirteen children, only Rupert and Sophia were
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children who brought honor to the Queen of Bohemia. Elizabeth spent very

little time with her children; many of them she sent away as infants and

never saw them again until they were about eight years old. She had more

important matters to attend to to be bothered with raising children. She

obviously was not extremely influential in their lives, most of them becoming

very independant of her thinking. They knew their mother only as an exiled

queen, always in debt, attending to her monkeys and dogs and involved in a

religious and political struggle they could not begin to understand.

There is no question that Elizabeth Stuart was important to seventeenth

The European world had watched with delight as she marriedcentury Europe.

the Elector Palatine, the greatest writers of the day proclaimed their love

story, they pitied her in her struggle during the Thirty Years' War, and they

watched as she nearly faded into oblivion. However, her life and her cause

were extremely important in the struggle for religious toleration throughout

The Thirty Years' War proved to be the final major religiousEurope.

conflict in Europe and Elizabeth was a key factor in keeping Frederick and

Charles Louis optimistic about its outcome. By her strength and courage she

proved that she was a special woman. She was a woman of the Reformation and

a member of royalty and she always remembered her place in the world. Her

titles speak of her royalty; English Princess, Electress Palatine, and Queen

The title she was given by her friends and followers, Queen ofof Bohemia.

Hearts, represents the reason for her place in history, her beauty and

courage which inspired the people to support the Bohemian King and Queen.

Elizabeth Stuart represents the role a royal woman played in the political

and religious struggles during the seventeenth century.
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